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In this paper, we start the investigation of a new natural approach to “unifying” non-
commutative gauge field theories (NCGFT) based on approximately finite-dimensional
(AF ) C∗-algebras. The defining inductive sequence of an AF C∗-algebra is lifted to
enable the construction of a sequence of NCGFT of Yang–Mills–Higgs types. This paper
focuses on derivation-based noncommutative field theories. A mathematical study of the
ingredients involved in the construction of a NCGFT is given in the framework of AF
C∗-algebras: derivation-based differential calculus, modules, connections, metrics and
Hodge �-operators, and Lagrangians. Some physical applications concerning mass spec-
tra generated by Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking Mechanisms (SSBM) are proposed
using numerical computations for specific situations.
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1. Introduction

Gauge field theories are an essential ingredient to model high energy particle
physics. From the pioneer work by Yang and Mills to the Standard Model of Particle
Physics (SMPP), the gauge principle has shown how insightful it is both techni-
cally and conceptually, and the search for the “right gauge group” has stimulated
physicists to construct Grand Unified Theories (GUT). Unfortunately, none of these
theories has been retained until now as a convincing model beyond the SMPP.

The way these GUT are constructed relies on the classical mathematics of fiber
bundles and connections: the gauge groups (infinite dimensional spaces) are the
groups of vertical automorphisms of principal fibers over space-time with some con-
venient structure groups (finite dimensional Lie groups). The choice of the structure
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group is then the choice of the gauge group of the theory. GUT rely on finite dimen-
sional Lie groups which are “big enough”, for instance SU(5), to contain the group
of the SMPP, U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3). This unifying approach (for interactions)
is then controlled by the choice of possible “not too large” finite dimensional Lie
groups. This group has to be “not too large” because one has to reduce it to the
group of the SMPP that we actually see in experiments, and the larger the original
group, the more hypothesis it requires to perform this reduction, usually using some
successive Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking Mechanisms (SSBM).

Since the 90s, noncommutative geometry (NCG) has shown that one can con-
struct more general gauge field theories in a natural way (see [1–3] for the seminal
papers and [4] for a review and references for more recent developments). NCG has
permitted to include in a natural way the scalar fields used in the SMPP to make
manifest the SSBM which gives masses to fermions and some gauge particles.a In
this approach, the gauge group is the group of inner automorphisms of an alge-
braic structure, which in general is an associative algebra (it could be the group of
automorphisms of a module in some cases).

In this paper, we start the investigation of a new natural approach to “unify-
ing” noncommutative gauge field theories (NCGFT). This approach is based on
approximately finite-dimensional (AF ) C∗-algebras, a very natural class of alge-
bras in NCG (see [7–9] for instance). By definition, AF C∗-algebras are inductive
limits of sequence of finite-dimensional C∗-algebras. Let us recall the following two
important points (see Sec. 2.1 for more details):

(1) A finite-dimensional C∗-algebra is, up to isomorphism, a finite sum of matrix
algebras: A = Mn1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mnr where Mn := Mn(�) is the space of n × n

matrices over �. For a manifold M , NCGFT have been investigated on the
algebras C∞(M) ⊗ A (referred to in the literature as “almost commutative”
algebras) and these NCGFT are of Yang–Mills–Higgs types.

(2) An AF C∗-algebra is constructed in such a way that we get a control of the
approximation of this algebra by the successive finite-dimensional C∗-algebras
in its defining inductive sequence. This control (in terms of C∗-norms) can be
used to approximate some structures defined on the AF C∗-algebra. The best
example is one of the K0-group that we briefly recall in Sec. 2.1 for sake of
illustration.

The motivation for the present approach can be summarized in the following
way: point 1 suggests to use the defining inductive sequence of an AF C∗-algebra
to construct a sequence of NCGFT of Yang–Mills–Higgs types and point 2 could
be used to get some control of this sequence of NCGFT in a meaningful way as
successive approximations of a “unifying” NCGFT on the full AF C∗-algebra.

aNote that NCG is not the only mathematical framework beyond ordinary fiber geometry to make
this happen in a natural way: connections on transitive Lie algebroids share some similar features,
see [5, 6].
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This would be a way to implement inclusions of (finite dimensional) “gauge
groups” as successive approximations of an (infinite dimensional) “unifying gauge
group”.

Note that the NCGFT that we can define on the full (maybe infinite dimen-
sional) AF C∗-algebra can be quite unusual from a physical point of view since
it can involve an infinite number of degrees of freedom in the gauge sector. But
if the control of approximations by “finite dimensional” NCGFT (as suggested by
point 2) is possible, then the content of this NCGFT could be understood as a
limit of usual and manageable Yang–Mills–Higgs theories constructed gradually,
for instance using empirical data.

In the GUT approach, the “big enough” gauge group must contain all the empir-
ical phenomenology of present particle physics. But, in our approach, thanks to the
approximation procedure, we only require any step in the inductive limit of NCGFT
to approximate the present empirical phenomenology and the future possible dis-
coveries in particle physics. As the probing energy increases, a better approximating
NCGFT in the sequence has to be taken at a farther position. In our bottom-to-
top approximation, the number of degrees of freedom (in the gauge sector) can
increase along the sequence, contrary to the usual SSBM, which is a top-to-bottom
procedure that relies on reduction of degrees of freedom.

Note that one could encounter a stationary sequence starting at some point, so
that the full AF C∗-algebra would be of finite dimension. In that case, the “final”
NCGFT would make appear only a finite number of degrees of freedom in the gauge
sector, very much like ordinary GUT. But even in that situation, some interesting
features could be gained by the way the successive NCGFT in the sequence (here
finite) of NCGFT is connected to each other, in particular concerning the mass
spectra of the gauge bosons, see Sec. 5.

At present time, we are not aware of any empirical fact suggesting that such a
radical new approach could be relevant. But we hope that our new way to construct
unifying gauge field theories beyond the SMPP could reveal new empirical content
that would be suggestive to answer open questions in particle physics. It is out of
the scope of the present paper to already get positive insight in that direction.

In the present paper, we start this research program in the framework of the
derivation-based noncommutative geometry. This very algebraic approach to NCG
is convenient for the first study of this new approach to NCGFT on AF C∗-algebras
since the space of derivations, and so the space of differential forms, is canonically
associated with the algebra we consider. This permits to lift in a natural way some
properties of the inductive sequence defining the AF C∗-algebra to many structures
that are needed to construct a NCGFT (see [10] for instance). We follow the seminal
papers [2,3] to construct NCGFT at each step of this sequence. The only choices that
remain to be done then concern the modules and the noncommutative connections
on these modules. We postpone to a forthcoming paper the exploration of our new
NCGFT approach on AF C∗-algebras using spectral triples.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to recalling all the
technical ingredients involved in our constructions: AF C∗-algebras, derivation-
based differential calculus, NCGFT on algebras of matrices and on algebras of
matrix-valued smooth functions on a manifold. Since the algebras in the sequence
defining an AF C∗-algebra are of the form A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni , it is necessary to study

the derivation-based differential calculus of an algebra decomposed in this way, as
well as modules, metrics and connections. This is the object of Sec. 3, where general
results are obtained for algebras decomposed as A =

⊕r
i=1 Ai. Section 4 is devoted

to the study of the relations between the structures involved in the construction of a
NCGFT for an injective map φ : A → B where A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni and B =

⊕s
j=1 Mmj .

This is where the main definitions are proposed to connect the structures used to
defined a NCGFT on B with the similar structures defined on A, in a so-called
φ-compatible way which “extends” in a natural way (as much as possible) the
inclusion φ : A → B. Finally, in Sec. 5, we consider “direct limits” of NCGFT. As
usual in the study of AF C∗-algebras (see Sec. 2.1 for the example of the K-theory
group), the characterization of the “induced” NCGFT on the full AF C∗-algebra
relies on the way a NCGFT on B is related (via the φ-compatibilities considered in
Sec. 4) to a NCGFT on A, where A and B are two algebras in the sequence defining
the AF C∗-algebra. So, this situation is described and some general conclusions are
drawn. Since the SSBM is an essential feature of the NCGFT considered here, some
numerical computations are presented on simple situations (for the choices of A and
B) to illustrate the way masses (obtained from the SSBM) can be related on A and
B when φ-compatibility is required. Two technical results are given in Appendix A:
one concerning the decomposition of the Hodge �-operator (referred to in Sec. 3)
and the other one on an explicit construction of an “extended” basis for derivations
of an algebra B for an basis of derivations for an algebra A in the situation of Sec. 4.

2. Notations and Useful Results

2.1. AF C∗-algebras

In this section, we would like to recall the necessary structures involved in the
definition of AF C∗-algebras that will be used in the following. We would like also
to illustrate, with the K0-group example, the powerful approximation procedure by
finite dimensional structures that we inherit in this framework.

A C∗-algebra A is said to be AF (approximately finite-dimensional) if it is
the closure of an increasing union of finite dimensional subalgebras An, i.e. A =⋃

n≥0 An. We will always suppose that A is unital and that A0 � �1A [8].
It is convenient to describe A as the direct limit A = lim−→An of the inductive

sequence of the finite dimensional (sub)algebras {(An, φn,m)/0 ≤ n < m} where
φn,m : An → Am are injective unital ∗-homomorphisms such that φm,p◦φn,m = φn,p

for any 0 ≤ n < m < p. From this composition property, one needs only to describe
the homomorphisms φn,n+1 : An → An+1. This can be done in two steps.
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First, any finite dimensional C∗-algebra A is ∗-isomorphic to the direct sum
of matrix algebras, A � ⊕r

i=1 Mni [8, Theorem III.1.1]. Second, any unital ∗-
homomorphism φ : A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni → B =

⊕s
j=1 Mmj is determined up to unitary

equivalence in B by a s × r matrix A = (αji) where αji ∈ � (non-negative inte-
gers) is the multiplicity of the inclusion of Mni into Mmj [8, Lemma III.2.1]. The
multiplicity matrix A is such that

∑r
i=1 αjini = mj .

The characterization of φ up to unitary equivalence in B permits to take a
convenient presentation of the inclusions of the Mni ’s into the Mmj ’s, for instance
by increasing order of the ni’s along the diagonal of Mmj .

In this paper, we will not be interested in the C∗ aspect of AF C∗-algebras
since we will focus on the differentiable structures compatible with the increasing
sequence of {(An, φn,n+1)/n ≥ 0}. In our point of view, we will consider A∞ :=⋃

n≥0 An as the dense subalgebra of A =
⋃

n≥0 An of “smooth” elements. A∞,
as the direct limit of {(An, φn,n+1)/n ≥ 0} in the category of associative (unital)
algebras, inherits some algebraic structures of the algebras An.

Let us now illustrate how the defining sequence {(An, φn,n+1)/n ≥ 0} can be
used to construct “approximations” of the K0 group of A.

The definition (see [8, 9] for details) of the K0 group of a unital C∗-algebra A
starts with an equivalence class of projections in M∞(A) :=

⋃
p≥1 Mp(A) where

Mp(A) := Mp ⊗A is the C∗-algebra of p× p matrices with entries in A. We denote
by P∞(A) the semigroup of projections in M∞(A). Two projections P, Q ∈ P∞(A)
are ∗-equivalent, P ∼ Q, if there is a partial isometry S ∈ M∞(A) such that
P = S∗S and Q = SS∗. The space D(A) := P∞(A)/ ∼ of equivalence classes [P ]
of is an Abelian semigroup for the additive law [P ] + [Q] := [P ⊕ Q] where P ⊕
Q :=

(
P 0
0 Q

)
∈ M∞(A). Then K0(A) is M∞(A). Then K0(A) is the Grothendieck

group of D(A).b We denote by ι : D(A) → K0(A) the map defining the universal
property of K0(A). Then, for any P, Q ∈ P∞(A), one has [9, Proposition 3.1.7]
ι([P ⊕ Q]) = ι([P ]) + ι([Q]); ι([P ]) = ι([Q]) if and only if there exists R ∈ P∞(A)
such that P ⊕ R ∼ Q ⊕ R; and K0(A) = {ι([P ]) − ι([Q])/P, Q ∈ P∞(A)}. So,
describing all the ι([P ]) is sufficient to get K0(A).

For a matrix algebra A = Mn, one has Mp(Mn) = Mp ⊗ Mn = Mpn and, for
any P, Q ∈ P∞(Mn), P ∼ Q iff rank(P ) = rank(Q). So D(Mn) � �, K0(Mn) = �

and ι is the inclusion ι : � ↪→ � and so it can be omitted in that case. For a finite
dimensional algebra A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni , this result generalizes as P =

⊕r
i=1 Pi ∼

Q =
⊕r

i=1 Qi iff rank(Pi) = rank(Qi) for any i, so that D(
⊕r

i=1 Mni) � �r and
K0(

⊕r
i=1 Mni) = �r [8, Example IV.2.1]. Here again, ι is the natural inclusion and

it can be omitted.

bThe Grothendieck group G(S) of an Abelian semigroup (S, +) is the unique Abelian group K
which satisfies the following universal property: there is a morphism of semigroups ι : S → G(S)
such that for any morphism of semigroups ϕ : S → T for any Abelian group T , there is a morphism
of groups eϕ : G(S) → T with ϕ = eϕ ◦ ι.
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Any morphism of C∗-algebras φ : A → B induces a canonical morphism of
groups φ∗ : K0(A) → K0(B) by φ∗ ◦ ιA([P ]) = ιB([φ(P )]) where φ(P ) ∈ P∞(B) ⊂
M∞(B) is defined by applying φ to the entries of the matrix P ∈ Mp(A) ⊂ M∞(A).
So, from the defining inductive sequence {(An, φn,m)/0 ≤ n < m} of an AF C∗-
algebra A = lim−→An, we get an inductive sequence {(K0(An), φn,m ∗)/0 ≤ n < m}.
Then one has K0(A) = lim−→K0(An) [9, Theorem 6.3.2].

To get lim−→K0(An), one has to describe the morphisms φn,n+1 ∗ : K0(An) →
K0(An+1). This can be done easily in terms of the multiplicity matrices An,n+1

associated with the morphisms φn,n+1 : An → An+1. In order to do that, we switch
from projections to finitely generated projective modules.

Let P ∈ Mp(Mn) be a projection with rank(P ) = α (≤ pn). Then P can

be diagonalized as P = U∗EαU for a unitary U ∈ Mpn and Eα =
(
1α 0
0 0

)
∈ Mpn

where 1α is the unit α×α matrix. Then S := EαU satisfies S∗S = (EαU)∗(EαU) =
U∗E∗

αEαU = U∗EαU = P and SS∗ = (EαU)(EαU)∗ = EαUU∗E∗
α = Eα so that

[P ] = [Eα]. Consider the free left Mn-module (Mn)p � Mpn,n (row of p copies of Mn

or rectangular matrices pn × n). Then up to the unitary equivalence by U (acting
on the right on rectangular matrices), P defines the submodule MP � Mpn,nEα �
Mα,n � �n ⊗ �α (a finitely generated projective module over Mn).

In the same way, a class [P =
⊕r

i=1 Pr] ∈ D(
⊕r

i=1 Mni) defines a class (modulo
isomorphisms) of left (finitely generated projective) modules [MP ] with MP =
�n1 ⊗�α1 ⊕ · · · ⊕�nr ⊗�αr where αi = rank(Pi). Indeed, if P ∈ Mp(

⊕r
i=1 Mni) =⊕r

i=1 Mp ⊗Mni , then Pi ∈ Mp ⊗Mni = Mp(Mni) and then we are in the previous
situation for every Pi. The map φ∗ : D(

⊕r
i=1 Mni) → D(

⊕s
j=1 Mmi) induced by

φ :
⊕r

i=1 Mni → ⊕s
j=1 Mmj with multiplicity matrix A = (αji) sends [P ] to

[Q =
⊕s

j=1 Qj] where every entry along Mp in Qj ∈ Mp(Mmj ) contains αji copies,
distributed along the diagonal of Mmj , of the entry at the same position along Mp

in Pi. Since the rank of a matrix projection is its trace, one gets βj := rank(Qj) =∑r
i=1 αjiαi and the associated module is then NQ = �m1 ⊗ �β1 ⊕ · · ·⊕�ms ⊗ �βs

by the previous construction. So, in terms of modules, φ∗ sends the class of �n1 ⊗
�

α1 ⊕ · · · ⊕�
nr ⊗ �

αr to the class of �m1 ⊗ �
β1 ⊕ · · ·⊕�

ms ⊗ �
βs , where �ni ⊗

�
αi = Mαi,ni is repeated αji times on the diagonal of �mj ⊗ �

βj = Mβj,mj . The
diagonals is filled thanks to the relations mj =

∑r
i=1 αjini and βj =

∑r
i=1 αjiαi.

See [8, Example IV.3.1] where the identification of φ∗ with A is also presented using
projections.

This describes the maps φn,n+1 ∗ : D(An) → D(An+1) in terms of (finitely
generated projective) modules. For AF C∗-algebras, D(A) equals the space K+

0 (A)
of stable equivalence classes of projections in P∞(A),c and this is a cone in K0(A)
such that K0(A) = K+

0 (A) − K+
0 (A) [8, Theorems IV.1.6, IV.2.3, IV.2.4]. So,

for AF C∗-algebras, it can be of practical importance to know what it means to

cP, Q ∈ P∞(A) are stably equivalent, P ≈ Q, if there is a projection R ∈ P∞(A) such that
P ⊕ R ∼ Q ⊕ R.
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approximate elements of D(A) = K+
0 (A). A class [P ] ∈ D(A) can be looked at as

a sequence of classes [Pn] ∈ D(An) for n ≥ n0, related step-by-step by the maps
φn,n+1 ∗. The sequence {[Pn]}n≥n0 corresponds then to a sequence {[Mn]}n≥n0

of equivalence classes of isomorphisms of finitely generated projective modules on
the algebras An. Note that it is only the sequence in the whole that permits to
reconstruct the target element [P ] ∈ D(A). We could say that for some n ≥ n0, the
module Mn “approximates” (as a representative element in [Mn]) the class [P ],
but some information are encoded in the embedding maps φn,n+1 ∗ : Mn → Mn+1

which then participate to this notion of approximation. As seen before, concretely,
the maps φn,n+1 ∗ are written in terms of the multiplicity matrices An,n+1 associated
with the φn,n+1.d

It is well-known (Elliott’s Theorem, see for instance [8, Thm IV.4.3]) that the
K0-group, supplemented with a structure of scaled dimension group, is sufficient
to classify AF C∗-algebras. So there is no information outside of the one encoded
in the sequence of multiplicity matrices An,n+1 to be expected in the constructions
described before since it determines a unique AF C∗-algebra and it permits to
construct its scaled dimension group.e

In our approach to NCGFT based on a ”sequence” of finite dimensional NCGFT
on the An’s, we will not suppose that an approximation at a level n0 gives us all
the information about the “limiting” NCGFT in the AF algebra. In other words,
some new inputs (in addition to the An,n+1’s) could be “added” at every step. This
implies (obviously) that many nonequivalent NCGFT could be constructed on top of
a unique AF algebra. This relies on the fact that there may be physical motivations
to construct one sequence rather than another and that the chosen embedding at
every step could participate to the phenomenology. This is similar to, but also a
departure from, GUT where some information are encoded in the SSBM reducing
the large group to the group of the SMPP: in our research program, we can look at
our embeddings as being in duality with the SSBM, in a way that will be illustrated
in Sec. 5.

Let us note that one key result for the study of AF algebras is [8, Lemma III.2.1],
which describes the possible unital ∗-homomorphisms φ : A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni → B =⊕s

j=1 Mmj . For reasons that will be explained below (see Sec. 5), we will consider
nonunital ∗-homomorphisms φ : A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni → B =

⊕s
j=1 Mmj . In that case,

we can use [8, Lemma III.2.2] to describe φ up to unitary equivalence in B with a
matrix A = (αji), with αji ∈ �, such that

∑r
i=1 αjini ≤ mj .

Another important point to note is that in the mathematical considerations
described before, the ∗-homomorphisms φ : A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni → B =

⊕s
j=1 Mmj

dThe full sequence of multiplicity matrices An,n+1 is provided by the AF C∗-algebra. It can be
represented graphically by a Bratteli diagram, and it is known that two AF C∗-algebras with the
same Bratteli diagram are isomorphic [8, Proposition III.2.7]
eKeep in mind that an AF C∗-algebra can be obtained from different sequences of multiplicity
matrices.
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need only be characterized up to unitary equivalence in B. This is a consequence of
the fact that we need only consider “classes” (modulo isomorphisms for instance)
for the purpose of classifying the structures. A priori, in physics, we may need to
consider two ∗-homomorphisms φ as different even if they are related by a unitary
equivalence. This is related to the fact mentioned above that we consider the alge-
braic structure A∞ :=

⋃
n≥0 An instead of its completion, and that its presentation

(the sequence of ∗-homomorphisms φn,n+1) may contain some phenomenological
information. But, as will be shown, see Examples 5 and 6, the action of (unitary)
inner automorphism is not relevant from a physical point of view since it consists of
a transport of structures. These inner automorphisms are similar to gauge transfor-
mations in the sense that one can choose a particular representative in the class of
equivalent structures to describe a physical situation. This explains why the anal-
ysis in this paper relies on a chosen “standard form” for these ∗-homomorphisms
which simplifies the presentation.

2.2. Derivation-based differential calculus

In this paper, we will consider the derivation-based differential calculus, which was
defined in [11] and studied for various algebras, see for instance [2, 3, 12–18]. Some
reviews can also be found in [19–21]. The main ingredient is the space of derivations
on an associative algebra.

Let A be an associative algebra with unit 1, and let Z(A) = {a ∈ A/ab =
ba, ∀b ∈ A} be its center. The space of derivations of A is

Der(A) = {X : A → A/X linear, X · (ab) = (X · a)b + a(X · b), ∀a, b ∈ A}.
This vector space is a Lie algebra for the bracket [X, Y]a = XYa − YXa for all
X, Y ∈ Der(A), and a Z(A)-module for the product (fX) · a = f(X · a) for all
f ∈ Z(A) and X ∈ Der(A). The subspace

Int(A) = {ada : b �→ [a, b]/a ∈ A} ⊂ Der(A)

is called the vector space of inner derivations: it is a Lie ideal and a Z(A)-
submodule.

Suppose that A has an involution a �→ a∗. Then a real derivation on A is a
derivation X such that (X · a)∗ = X · a∗ for any a ∈ A.

Let Ωp
Der(A) be the vector space of Z(A)-multilinear antisymmetric maps from

Der(A)p to A, with Ω0
Der(A) = A. Then the total space

Ω•
Der(A) =

⊕
p≥0

Ωp
Der(A)

gets a structure of �-graded differential algebra for the product

(ω ∧ η)(X1, . . . , Xp+q) :=
1

p!q!

∑
σ∈Sp+q

(−1)|σ|ω(Xσ(1), . . . , Xσ(p))

× η(Xσ(p+1), . . . , Xσ(p+q)) (2.1)

2150213-8
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for any ω ∈ Ωp
Der(A), any η ∈ Ωq

Der(A) and any Xi ∈ Der(A) where Sn is the group
of permutations of n elements. A differential d is defined by the so-called Koszul
formula

dω(X1, . . . , Xp+1) :=
p+1∑
i=1

(−1)i+1Xi · ω(X1, . . .
i∨. . . . , Xp+1)

+
∑

1≤i<j≤p+1

(−1)i+jω([Xi, Xj ], . . .
i∨. . . .

j∨. . . . , Xp+1). (2.2)

This makes (Ω•
Der(A), d) a graded differential algebra.

Proposition 1 (Transport of forms by automorphisms). Let Ψ : A → A be
an algebra automorphism. Then Ψ induces an automorphism on Z(A).

The map ΨDer : Der(A) → Der(A) defined by ΨDer(X) · a := Ψ(X · Ψ−1(a))
for any X ∈ Der(A) and a ∈ A is an automorphism of the Lie algebra Der(A)
and ΨDer(fX) = Ψ(f)ΨDer(X) for any f ∈ Z(A) (so ΨDer is not necessary an
automorphism for the structure of Z(A)-module). For inner derivations, one has
ΨDer(ada) = adΨ(a).

The maps Ψ : Ωp
Der(A) → Ωp

Der(A) defined by

Ψ(ω)(X1, . . . , Xp)Ψ−1
Der(X1), . . . , Ψ−1

Der(Xp)))

for any ω ∈ Ωp
Der(A) and Xi ∈ Der(A) define an automorphism of the graded

differential algebra (Ω•
Der(A), d).

For p = 0, Ψ defined on Ω0
Der(A) = A is exactly the original automorphism Ψ

of A, so that the notation is justified.

Proof. For any f ∈ Z(A) and a ∈ A, one has Ψ(f)a = Ψ(fΨ−1(a)) =
Ψ(Ψ−1(a)f) = aΨ(f) so that Ψ(f) ∈ Z(A). With obvious notations, one has

ΨDer(X) · (ab) = Ψ(X · Ψ−1(ab))

= Ψ(X · (Ψ−1(a)Ψ−1(b)))

= Ψ(X · Ψ−1(a))b + aΨ(X · Ψ−1(b))

= (ΨDer(X) · a)b + a(ΨDer(X) · b)
so that ΨDer(X) is a derivation.

In the same way, one has ΨDer(fX)·a = Ψ(f(X·Ψ−1(a))) = Ψ(f)Ψ(X·Ψ−1(a)) =
Ψ(f)ΨDer(X) · a.

For X, Y ∈ Der(A), one has

ΨDer([X, Y]) · a = Ψ(X · (Y · Ψ−1(a))) − Ψ(Y · (X · Ψ−1(a)))

= Ψ(X · Ψ−1(ΨDer(Y) · a)) − Ψ(Y · Ψ−1(ΨDer(X) · a))
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= ΨDer(X) · (ΨDer(Y) · a) − ΨDer(Y) · (ΨDer(X) · a)

= [ΨDer(X), ΨDer(Y)] · a
so that ΨDer([X, Y]) = [ΨDer(X), ΨDer(Y)]. The inverse Ψ−1

Der is defined by Ψ−1
Der(X)·

aΨ−1(X · Ψ(a)) as can be easily checked. For checked. For inner derivations, one
has ΨDer(ada) · b = Ψ([a, Ψ−1(b)]) = [Ψ(a), b] = adΨ(a) ·b.

For any ω ∈ Ωp
Der(A), it is easy to check that Ψ(ω) is a Z(A)-multilinear anti-

symmetric maps from Der(A)p to A. For any ω ∈ Ωp
Der(A) and any η ∈ Ωq

Der(A),
the relation Ψ(ω) ∧ Ψ(η) = Ψ(ω ∧ η) is a direct consequence of the definition
of Ψ on forms. The proof of Ψ(da) = dΨ(a) is a straightforward computation:
Ψ(da)(X) = Ψ(da(Ψ−1

Der(X))) = Ψ(Ψ−1
Der(X) · a) = X · Ψ(a) on one hand and

(dΨ(a))(X) = X·Ψ(a) on the other hand. To prove dΨ(ω) = Ψ(dω) for ω ∈ Ωp
Der(A),

one has to use a similar computation and the fact that Ψ−1
Der is a morphism of Lie

algebras.

Example 2 (Transport of derivations by inner automorphisms). Let u ∈ A
be an invertible element (one can take u to be unitary when A has an involution).
The map Ψ(a) := uau−1 defines an automorphism of A and a simple computation
shows that ΨDer(X) = X+adu(X·u−1) for any X ∈ Der(A). In particular, if X = ada is
an inner derivation, then ΨDer(ada) = aduau−1 = adΨ(a) as expected. Note also that
Ψ(f) = f for any f ∈ Z(A) so that ΨDer : Der(A) → Der(A) is an automorphism
of Z(A)-module in that case.

2.3. Results on matrix algebras

Since the situation Ai = Mni(�) is our main objective for AF -algebras, we give
here a series of notations and results that will be used below when this specific
situation will be considered. This is for instance the case in Sec. 3.4. We refer
to [3, 10, 13, 21, 22] for more details.

The center of the algebra Mn := Mn(�) is Z(Mn) = �1n where 1n is the
unit matrix in Mn. Let sln be the Lie algebra (for the commutator) of traceless
matrices in Mn. Then the map sln � a �→ ada ∈ Int(Mn) realizes an isomorphism
sln � Der(Mn) = Int(Mn).

Let {Eα}α∈I be a basis of sln, where I is a totally ordered set with card(I) =
n2−1 = dim sln. Choosing an abstract totally ordered set I to label this basis will be
convenient when the inductive sequence defining the AF -algebra will be considered
since then the α’s will be constructed as cumulative multi-indexes. The ordering will
be used to order basis forms (for instance to define volume forms). Let us introduce
the unique multiplet (α0

1, . . . , α
0
n2−1) ∈ In2−1 such that α0

1 < · · · < α0
n2−1. We will

use the notation C(n)γ
αβ = Cγ

αβ for the structure constants of the Lie algebra sln
in the basis {Eα}α∈I : [Eα, Eβ ] = Cγ

αβEγ .
The basis {Eα}α∈I induces a basis {∂α := adEα}α∈I of Der(Mn) = Int(Mn).

Let {θα}α∈I be its dual basis in sl∗n. The derivation ∂α is real if and only if Eα is
anti-Hermitian and one has [∂α, ∂β ] = Cγ

αβ∂γ .
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The space of noncommutative forms on Mn has a simple structure:

Ω•
Der(Mn) = Mn ⊗∧•

sl∗n

and the differential is the Chevalley–Eilenberg differential for the differential graded
algebra associated with the Lie algebra sln with values in Mn using the adjoint
representation. Identifying θγ with 1n ⊗ θγ ∈ Ω1

Der(Mn) = Mn ⊗ ∧1
sl∗n, one has

dθγ = − 1
2Cγ

αβθα ∧ θβ .
Let us consider the canonical metric g : Der(Mn) × Der(Mn) → Z(Mn) � �

defined by g(ada, adb) := tr(ab) for a, b ∈ sln. This is not the metric defined in [3]
where a factor 1

n was put in front of the trace (to get the normalized trace). The
reason for this convention will be explained below (see (4.3) and comments after).
Once the basis {∂α}α∈I is given, one introduces the components gαβ := g(∂α, ∂β) =
tr(EαEβ) of g.

Let |g| be the determinant of the matrix (gαβ)α,β . We define the (noncommu-
tative) integral

∫
Mn

on Ω•
Der(Mn) by the following rule. For any ω ∈ Ωp

Der(Mn)

with p < n2 − 1,
∫

Mn
ω = 0. Any ω ∈ Ωn2−1

Der (Mn) can be written as ω =

a
√|g|θα0

1 ∧ · · · ∧ θα0
n2−1 for a unique a ∈ Mn which is independent of the cho-

sen basis {Eα}α∈I and we define∫
Mn

ω =
∫

Mn

a
√
|g|θα0

1 ∧ · · · ∧ θα0
n2−1 := tr(a).

Once again, this is not the convention used in [3] where a factor 1
n was put in front

of the RHS. In our convention, ωvol :=
√|g|θα0

1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ
α0

n2−1 is the volume form
whose integral is normalized to n.

The metric permits to define the Hodge �-operator

� : Ωp
Der(Mn) → Ωn2−1−p

Der (Mn)

defined by

� (θα1 ∧ · · · ∧ θαp) :=
1

(n2 − 1 − p)!

√
|g|gα1β1 · · · gαpβpεβ1,...,βn2−1

θβp+1

∧ · · · ∧ θβn2−1 , (2.3)

where εβ1,...,βn2−1
is the completely antisymmetric tensor such that εα0

1,...,α0
n2−1

= 1.

Example 3 (Transport by inner automorphisms). Let us consider the sit-
uation described in Example 2 in the context of the matrix algebra. Let ω =
1
p!ωα1,...,αpθα1 ∧ · · · ∧ θαp be a p-form. To compute ωu := Ψ(ω), let us intro-
duce the matrix U = (Uβ

α ) defined by u−1Eαu = Uβ
αEβ , so that Ψ−1

Der(∂α) =
adu−1Eαu = Uβ

α∂β . Since GLn is unimodular, one has det(U) = 1. Note also that
u−1[Eα1 , Eα2 ]u = [u−1Eα1u, u−1Eα2u] = Uβ1

α1
Uβ2

α2
[Eβ1 , Eβ2 ] = Uβ1

α1
Uβ2

α2
Cβ3

β1β2
Eβ3

on one hand and u−1[Eα1 , Eα2 ]u = Cα3
α1α2

u−1Eα3u = Cα3
α1α2

Uβ3
α3

Eβ3 on the
other hand, so that Uβ1

α1
Uβ2

α2
Cβ3

β1β2
= Cα3

α1α2
Uβ3

α3
. By definition, (θα)u(∂α′) =

uθα(Ψ−1
Der(∂α′))u−1 = uUβ′

α′ δα
β′u−1 = Uα

α′ = Uα
β θβ(∂α′) so that (θα)u = Uα

β θβ . In
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the same way, ωu
α1,...,αp

= ωu(∂α1 , . . . , ∂αp) = uω(Ψ−1
Der(∂α1), . . . , Ψ

−1
Der(∂αp))u−1 =

Uβ1
α1

· · ·Uβp
αp uωβ1,...,βpu

−1, so that ωu = 1
p!U

β1
α1

· · ·Uβp
αp uωβ1,...,βpu−1θα1 ∧ · · · ∧ θαp =

1
p!uωα1,...,αpu−1(θα1 )u ∧ · · · ∧ (θαp)u. Now, the metric g(ada, adb) = tr(ab), for
a, b ∈ sln, is invariant by the transport associated with the inner automorphism
Ψ(a) = uau−1, and so one has gαβ = Uα′

α Uβ′
β gα′β′ and gαβ = Uα

α′U
β
β′gα′β′

for the
inverse metric. In particular, all the conditions and properties concerning orthonor-
mality associated with g are transported by Ψ. For ω = a

√|g|θα0
1 ∧ · · · ∧ θα0

n2−1 ,

one has ωu = uau−1
√|g|(θα0

1)u ∧ · · · ∧ (θα0
n2−1)u = uau−1

√|g|Uα0
1

β1
· · ·Uα0

n2−1
βn2−1

θβ1 ∧
· · · ∧ θβn2−1 = uau−1

√|g|θα0
1 ∧ · · · ∧ θα0

n2−1 where we have used θβ1 ∧ · · · ∧ θβn2−1 =

εβ1,...,βn2−1θα0
1 ∧ · · · ∧ θα0

n2−1 and εβ1,...,βn2−1U
α0

1
β1

· · ·Uα0
n2−1

βn2−1
= det(U) = 1. This

implies that
∫

Mn
ωu = tr(uau−1) = tr(a) =

∫
Mn

ω. Since the metric g is invariant,
the Hodge �-operator is also invariant according to (2.3), and since the inverse
metric is also invariant under the action of U , a straightforward computation
of �((θα1)u ∧ · · · ∧ (θαp)u) shows that the relation (2.3) is also valid when one
replaces all the θα by (θα)u on both sides. Combining all these results and the
explicit relation (A.2), one can show that for any p-forms ω and ω′, one has∫

Mn
(ω ∧ �ω′)u =

∫
Mn

ωu ∧ �ω′u =
∫

Mn
ω ∧ �ω′.

2.4. Noncommutative gauge field theories

Gauge field theories of Yang–Mills type can be described in terms of fiber bundles
and connections. Noncommutative geometry, as a natural extension of ordinary
geometry, has been used to develop gauge field theories (hereafter mentioned as
NCGFT) in which scalar fields are part of the generalized notion of connections.
Then, the naturally constructed Lagrangians produce quadratic potentials for these
fields, providing a SSBM in these models. See [1–3] for the initial attempts and [23]
for a more elaborated reconstruction of the Standard Model of particles physics.
See also [4] for a review and references.

The necessary building blocks to constructed noncommutative gauge fields the-
ories are motivated and described in [24]. In order to fix notations, we summarize
here the main ingredients in the case of the derivation-based differential calculus.

Let A be a unital associative algebra equipped with an involution a �→ a∗ and
let M be a left A-module. A (noncommutative) connection ∇ on M is a family of
linear maps ∇X : M → M defined for any X ∈ Der(A) such that

(1) ∇fX = f∇X and ∇X+Y = ∇X + ∇Y for any f ∈ Z(A) and X, Y ∈ Der(A).
(2) ∇X(ae) = (X · a)e + a∇Xe for any a ∈ A, e ∈ M and X ∈ Der(A).

The curvature of ∇ is the family of maps R(X, Y) : M → M defined for any
e ∈ M and X, Y ∈ Der(A) by

R(X, Y)e := (∇X∇Y −∇Y∇X −∇[X,Y])e.
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It can be easily shown that R(X, Y)(ae) = aR(X, Y)e for any a ∈ A so that
R(X, Y) ∈ HomA(M,M) (space of homomorphisms of left modules).

A Hermitian structure on M is a �-linear map h : M ⊗ M → A such that
h(a1e1, a2e2) = a1h(e1, e2)a∗

2 for any a1, a2 ∈ A and e1, e2 ∈ M. A connection ∇ is
Hermitian if for any real derivation X of A and any e1, e2 ∈ M, one has

X · h(e1, e2) = h(∇Xe1, e2) + h(e1,∇Xe2).

We suppose that M is equipped with a Hermitian structure h.
The gauge group G of M is the group of automorphisms of M as a left module

which preserve the Hermitian structure: so, for any a ∈ A, e, e′ ∈ M, φ ∈ G satisfies

φ(ae) = aφ(e), h(φ(e1), φ(e2)) = h(e1, e2).

The action of φ on a connection is defined by the compositions ∇X �→ ∇φ
X :=

φ◦∇X ◦φ−1. It is easy to check that ∇φ is a connection and that ∇φ2◦φ1 = (∇φ1)φ2

for any φ1, φ2 ∈ G.
A special case of interest is the left module M = A for the multiplication in A

equipped with the canonical Hermitian structure h(a, b) := ab∗ for any a, b ∈ M =
A. Then, since A is unital, the connection ∇ is completely given by its values on
the unit 1 ∈ A: for any e ∈ M = A and any X ∈ Der(A),

∇Xe = ∇X(e1) = (X · e) + e(∇X1) = (X · e) + eω(X),

where we define ω(X) := ∇X1. Then one has ω ∈ Ω1
Der(A) and ω is called the

connection 1-form of ∇. The compatibility of ∇ with h implies that for any real
derivation X, one has ω(X)+ω(X)∗ = 0 since 0 = X ·1 = X ·h(1,1) = ω(X)+ω(X)∗.

The curvature can be computed in terms of ω as R(X, Y)e = eΩ(X, Y) where
Ω(X, Y) := (dω)(X, Y) − [ω(X), ω(Y)] (here we use the fact that M = A is also a
right A-module). The 2-form Ω ∈ Ω2

Der(A) is the curvature 2-form of ∇.
The gauge group G is the space U(A) of unitary elements in A which act on

the right on M. Indeed, any φ ∈ G is defined by its value u := φ(1) ∈ A so that
φ(e) = φ(e1) = eφ(1) = eu. Since G is a group, the element u is invertible in A and
the unitary condition comes from the compatibility with the Hermitian structure:
1 = h(1,1) = h(1u,1u) = uu∗. The connection 1-form associated with ∇φ is then
ωu := u−1ωu − u−1(du) and its curvature 2-form is Ωu := u−1Ωu.

To define a gauge field theory on M, one considers the “fields” defining a con-
nection ∇ on M and a Lagrangian L(∇) for these fields. This Lagrangian is usu-
ally constructed for the left module M = A using a Hodge star operator � on
the space of forms on A as L(∇) := −Ω ∧ �Ω. Then, using a trace

∫
A (which

sends forms to scalars), we can define an action S[∇] :=
∫
A L(∇) = − ∫A Ω ∧ �Ω

(the sign is necessary for positivity). The matter Lagrangian can be defined in
a similar way. One first consider ∇ as a map ∇ : M → Ω1

Der(A) ⊗A M. Using
a natural involution on Ω•

Der(A) which extends the involution on A (see [24] for
instance), one can extend h to (Ωp

Der(A)⊗A M)⊗ (Ωq
Der(A)⊗A M) → Ωp+q

Der (A) by
h(ωp ⊗ e, ωq ⊗ e′) := ωph(e, e′) ∧ ω∗

q . Then
∫
A h(∇e, �∇e) defines a Klein–Gordon

type action for matter fields e ∈ M.
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Since we restrict our analysis to matrix algebras, we refer to Sec. 2.3 for the
construction of an explicit Hodge star operator and a trace.

Proposition 4 (Transport of connections by automorphisms). Let us con-
sider the hypothesis of Proposition 1.

Let ΨMod : M → M be an invertible linear map such that ΨMod(ae) =
Ψ(a)ΨMod(e) for any a ∈ A and e ∈ M.

Let ∇ be a connection on M compatible with a Hermitian structure h

on M. Then, for any X ∈ Der(A) and e ∈ M, the maps ∇ΨMod
X e :=

ΨMod(∇Ψ−1
Der(X)Ψ

−1
Mod(e)) define a connection on M which is compatible with the

Hermitian structure hΨMod defined by hΨMod(e1, e2) := Ψ(h(Ψ−1
Mod(e1), Ψ−1

Mod(e2))).
Its curvature RΨMod satisfies RΨMod(X, Y)e = ΨMod(R(Ψ−1

Der(X), Ψ−1
Der(Y))Ψ−1

Mod(e))
where R is the curvature of ∇.

Let φ ∈ G be a gauge transformation on M. Then φΨMod (e) := ΨMod◦φ◦Ψ−1
Mod(e)

belongs to G. If φ is compatible with h, then φΨMod is compatible with hΨMod . One
has (∇φ)ΨMod = (∇ΨMod )φΨMod .

For M = A, let ΨMod = Ψ. Let ω (resp. ωΨ) be the connection 1-form of ∇
(resp. of ∇Ψ). Then one has ωΨ = Ψ(ω). Let u = φ(1) and uΨ = φΨ(1), then
uΨ = Ψ(u).

Proof. For any a ∈ A, f ∈ Z(A), X ∈ Der(A) and e ∈ M, one has

∇ΨMod
X (ae) = ΨMod(∇Ψ−1

Der(X)Ψ
−1
Mod(ae))

= ΨMod(∇Ψ−1
Der(X)Ψ

−1(a)Ψ−1
Mod(e))

= ΨMod((Ψ−1
Der(X) · Ψ−1(a))Ψ−1

Mod(e))

+ ΨMod(Ψ−1(a)∇Ψ−1
Der(X)Ψ

−1
Mod(e))

= ΨMod(Ψ−1(X · a)Ψ−1
Mod(e)) + aΨMod(∇Ψ−1

Der(X)Ψ
−1
Mod(e))

= (X · a)e + a∇ΨMod
X e

and

∇ΨMod
fX e = ΨMod(∇Ψ−1

Der(fX)Ψ
−1
Mod(e)) = ΨMod(∇Ψ−1(f)Ψ−1

Der(X)Ψ
−1
Mod(e))

= ΨMod(Ψ−1(f)∇Ψ−1
Der(X)Ψ

−1
Mod(e)) = fΨMod(∇Ψ−1

Der(X)Ψ
−1
Mod(e))

= f∇ΨMod
X e

so that ∇ΨMod is a connection. The compatibility with hΨMod is proved by

X · hΨMod (e1, e2) = X · Ψ(h(Ψ−1
Mod(e1), Ψ−1

Mod(e2)))

= Ψ(Ψ−1
Der(X) · h(Ψ−1

Mod(e1), Ψ−1
Mod(e2)))
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= Ψ(h(∇Ψ−1
Der(X)Ψ

−1
Mod(e1), Ψ−1

Mod(e2)))

+ Ψ(h(Ψ−1
Mod(e1),∇Ψ−1

Der(X)Ψ
−1
Mod(e2)))

= Ψ(h(Ψ−1
Mod(∇ΨMod

X e1), Ψ−1
Mod(e2)))

+ Ψ(h(Ψ−1
Mod(e1), Ψ−1

Mod(∇ΨMod
X e2)))

= hΨMod (∇ΨMod
X e1, e2) + hΨMod(e1,∇ΨMod

X e2).

The relation for the curvature RΨMod is a straightforward computation:

RΨMod(X, Y)e = (∇ΨMod
X ∇ΨMod

Y −∇ΨMod
Y ∇ΨMod

X −∇ΨMod
[X,Y])e

= ΨMod ◦ ∇Ψ−1
Der(X) ◦ Ψ−1

Mod ◦ ΨMod ◦ ∇Ψ−1
Der(Y) ◦ Ψ−1

Mod(e)

−ΨMod ◦ ∇Ψ−1
Der(Y) ◦ Ψ−1

Mod ◦ ΨMod ◦ ∇Ψ−1
Der(X) ◦ Ψ−1

Mod(e)

−ΨMod ◦ ∇Ψ−1
Der([X,Y]) ◦ Ψ−1

Mod(e)

= ΨMod ◦ ∇Ψ−1
Der(X) ◦ ∇Ψ−1

Der(Y) ◦ Ψ−1
Mod(e)

−ΨMod ◦ ∇Ψ−1
Der(Y) ◦ ∇Ψ−1

Der(X) ◦ Ψ−1
Mod(e)

−ΨMod ◦ ∇[Ψ−1
Der(X),Ψ−1

Der(Y)] ◦ Ψ−1
Mod(e)

= ΨMod(R(Ψ−1
Der(X), Ψ−1

Der(Y))Ψ−1
Mod(e)).

The map φΨMod is obviously invertible with inverse (φΨMod )−1 = ΨMod ◦ φ−1 ◦
Ψ−1

Mod. It is a morphism of modules: φΨMod (ae) = ΨMod ◦ φ ◦ Ψ−1
Mod(ae) = ΨMod ◦

φ(Ψ−1(a)Ψ−1
Mod(e)) = ΨMod(Ψ−1(a)φ ◦ Ψ−1

Mod(e)) = aφΨMod (e). One has

hΨMod (φΨMod (e1), φΨMod (e2))

= Ψ(h(Ψ−1
Mod ◦ ΨMod ◦ φ ◦ Ψ−1

Mod(e1), Ψ−1
Mod ◦ ΨMod ◦ φ ◦ Ψ−1

Mod(e2))

= Ψ(h(φ ◦ Ψ−1
Mod(e1), φ ◦ Ψ−1

Mod(e2))

= Ψ(h(Ψ−1
Mod(e1), Ψ−1

Mod(e2))

= hΨMod(e1, e2)

and

(∇φ)ΨMod
X = ΨMod ◦ ∇φ

Ψ−1
Der(X)

◦ Ψ−1
Mod = ΨMod ◦ φ ◦ ∇Ψ−1

Der(X) ◦ φ−1 ◦ Ψ−1
Mod

= (ΨMod ◦ φ ◦ Ψ−1
Mod) ◦ (ΨMod ◦ ∇Ψ−1

Der(X) ◦ Ψ−1
Mod) ◦ (ΨMod ◦ φ ◦ Ψ−1

Mod)
−1

= φΨMod ◦ ∇ΨMod
X ◦ (φΨMod )−1 = (∇ΨMod )φΨMod

X .
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Finally, one has

ωΨ(X) = ∇Ψ
X1 = Ψ ◦ ∇Ψ−1

Der(X)Ψ
−11 = Ψ ◦ ∇Ψ−1

Der(X)1

= Ψ(ω(Ψ−1
Der(X))) = Ψ(ω)(X)

and uΨ = φΨ(1) = Ψ ◦ φ ◦ Ψ−1(1) = Ψ ◦ φ(1) = Ψ(u).

Let us describe the degrees of freedom in the gauge sector of a NCGFT defined
on Mn and on C∞(M) ⊗ Mn, see [2, 3, 10, 13, 24] for some details. We use some
notations from Sec. 2.3.

Example 5 (A = Mn). Let us consider A = Mn. Then Der(A) = Der(Mn) �
sln, and, for k = 1, . . . , n2 − 1, let {Ek} be a basis of anti-Hermitian traceless
matrices in sln so that {∂k := adEk

} is a basis of real derivations of Mn.f Let us
consider the left module M = A with the canonical Hermitian structure h(a, b) :=
ab∗. There is a canonical connection ∇̊ on M defined by ∇̊∂k

a := Eka for any k =
1, . . . , n2 − 1 and a ∈ A = M with connection 1-form ω̊(∂k) = Ek. This canonical
connection satisfies two important properties: first, its curvature is zero; second, it is
gauge invariant (see also [18] for another occurrence of such a canonical connection).
Explicitly, one has ω̊ = Ekθk, which makes it look very much like the Maurer–
Cartan 1-form on sln. It is then convenient to compare any connection 1-form ω on
M to this canonical connection, by writing ω = ωkθk = ω̊ − Bkθk = (Ek − Bk)θk.
Then the curvature 2-form Ω = 1

2Ωk�θ
k ∧ θ� has components Ωk� := Ω(∂k, ∂�) =

−([Bk, B�] − Cm
k�Bm). This curvature vanishes iff Ek �→ Bk is a representation

of the Lie algebra sln (for instance Bk = 0 or Bk = Ek). The connection ω is
compatible with h iff ωk + ω∗

k = 0 for any k. Since the Ek’s are anti-Hermitian,
this compatibility condition is equivalent to Bk + B∗

k = 0 for any k and then
Ω∗

k� = −Ωk�. We can then decompose Bk = B�
kE� + iB0

k1n with real functions
B�

k, � = 0, . . . , n2 − 1, so that the number of degrees of freedom (number of real
functions) in ω is n2(n2 − 1). The action of a gauge transformation g ∈ U(n)
induces the transformation Bk �→ g−1Bkg (the inhomogeneous part of the gauge
transformation is absorbed by ω̊).

Note that this approach is only interesting for n ≥ 2 since for n = 1, M1 = � is
commutative and so there is no derivation and so no degree of freedom Bk’s.

Suppose that the basis {∂k} is orthonormal for the metric g defined as in
Sec. 2.3. Since Ω ∧ �Ω = 1

2Ωk�Ωk�ωvol for Ωk� = gkk′
g��′Ωk′�′ , the action is

then − 1
2

∑
k,� tr(Ωk�)2 = − 1

2

∑
k,� tr([Bk, B�] − Cm

k�Bm)2. Note that − tr(Ωk�)2 =
tr(Ωk�Ω∗

k�) ≥ 0.
From Proposition 4 and Examples 2 and 3, an inner automorphism defined by

a unitary element u in Mn produces a transport of all the structures defining the
NCGFT on Mn. One has ωu = U �

kuω�u
−1θk, and since ω̊u = U �

kuE�u
−1θk = ω̊, this

fWe depart here from the conventions in many papers where the Ek are chosen to be Hermitian
and ∂k are defined as adiEk

.
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implies that Bk is mapped to Bu
k = U �

kuB�u
−1. One then has [Bu

k , Bu
� ]−Cm

k�B
u
m =

Uk′
k U �′

� u−1([Bk′ , B�′ ]−Cm′
k′�′Bm′)u and the Lagrangian in the Bu

k is the same as the
Lagrangian in the Bk. We conclude that such an action of inner automorphism is
not relevant from a physical point of view.

Example 6 (Â = C∞(M) ⊗ Mn). Let us consider the algebra Â = C∞(M) ⊗
Mn for a manifold M . The space of derivations is Der(Â) = [Γ(M)⊗1n]⊕[C∞(M)⊗
sln] where Γ(M) = Der(C∞(M)) is the space of vector fields on M . For μ =
1, . . . , dimM , let {∂μ} (usual partial derivatives in a coordinate system in a chart
of M) be a basis of real derivations on the geometric part, and let {dxμ} be the
dual basis of 1-forms. Let us consider as before the left module M = Â with the
canonical Hermitian structure h(a, b) := ab∗. Then a connection 1-form ω can be
written as ω = ωμdxμ + ωkθk = Aμdxμ + (Ek − Bk)θk with Aμ, Bk ∈ Â and this
connection is compatible with h when Aμ +A∗

μ = 0 and Bk +B∗
k = 0 (since the Ek’s

are anti-Hermitian). As before, we can decompose Aμ = A�
μE� + iA0

μ1n and Bk =
B�

kE� + iB0
k1n so that the number of degrees of freedom in ω is n2(dim M +n2−1).

A gauge transformation given by g ∈ C∞(M) ⊗ U(n) induces the transformations
Aμ �→ g−1Aμg − g−1ddRg and Bk �→ g−1Bkg where ddR is the ordinary de Rham
differential on M (to simplify, we used the notation dxμ instead of ddRxμ). So
Aμdxμ can be identified with an ordinary U(n)-connection.

The curvature of ω can be decomposed into three parts: Ω = 1
2Ωμνdxμ ∧ dxν +

Ωμkdxμ ∧ θk + 1
2Ωk�θ

k ∧ θ� with

Ωμν = ∂μAν − ∂νAμ − [Aμ, Aν ],

Ωμk = −(∂μBk − [Aμ, Bk]),

Ωk� = −([Bk, B�] − Cm
k�Bm).

The term Ωμν is the usual field strength of Aμ, Ωμk is (up to a sign) the covariant
derivative of Bk along the connection Aμ and Ωk� is the expression obtained for
the algebra A = Mn. Using natural notions of metric and Hodge �-operator in this
context, a natural Lagrangian is the sum of 3 (positive) terms − 1

2 tr(ΩμνΩμν) −
tr(ΩμkΩμk)− 1

2 tr(Ωk�Ωk�). Finding a minimal configuration for such a Lagrangian
is equivalent to minimizing independently these three terms. The last one vanishes
if and only if Ek �→ Bk is a representation of sln. One possibility is the take Bk = 0
for all k (referred to as the “null-configuration” in the following), which cancels
also the second term. Then one reduces the theory to massless gauge fields Aμ.
Another more stimulating configuration is to consider Bk = Ek (referred to as
the “basis-configuration” in the following), and then the second term reduces to
− tr([Aμ, Ek][Aμ, Ek]), which, after developing, produces mass terms for the Aμ

fields, see Lemma 7. This is similar to the SSBM implemented in the SMPP to give
masses to some gauge fields.

Note that for an ordinary Yang–Mills theory in the framework of fiber bun-
dles and connections, with structure group U(n), we have only the fields A�

μ,
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� = 0, . . . , n2 − 1 since there is no “algebraic part” which produces the Bk’s. With
the structure group SU(n), there is no field A0

μ (the matrices E�, � = 1, . . . , n2 − 1,
generate the real Lie algebra su(n)).

Contrary to Example 5, this case is also interesting for n = 1. In that case, the
degrees of freedom are only in the spatial direction (the Aμ’s) and they can be used
to construct an ordinary U(1) gauge field theory.

Once again, one can ask about the action of an inner automorphism defined
by a unitary element in Â. The action of such an automorphism on a “spatial”
derivation X ∈ Γ(M) is given by ΨDer(X) = X + adu(X·u−1) (see Example 2). If u

is a unitary in Mn (not depending on M), then one gets ΨDer(X) = X . This implies
that the spatial directions (the ∂μ’s) are only affected by u through the action of Ψ,
ωu

μ = uωμu−1, while the “inner” directions (the ∂k’s) change according to the rules
given in Example 3. This implies that the Lagrangian in the new fields is the same
as the one in the original fields and so such an action of inner automorphism is not
relevant from a physical point of view. When u is depending on M , the second term
in ΨDer(X) does not vanish and it produces mixing between spatial directions and
inner directions: some degrees of freedom in the Bk’s are sent in the spatial part
ωu

μ. This situation will not be considered in the following.

Lemma 7. Let us consider a NCGFT as in Example 6. In the basis-configuration
for the Bk’s, the masses induced on the fields A�

μ for � = 1, . . . , n2 − 1, in the
decomposition Aμ = A�

μE� + iA0
μ1n, are all the same and equal to mbasis-config =√

2n, while the field A0
μ is mass-less.

Proof. Using the metric g defined as g(Ek, E�) = tr(EkE�) (see Sec. 2.3), the
masses for the fields A�

μ, � = 1, . . . , n2 − 1, are given by the term

M2
�1�2A

�1
μ Aμ,�2 = −gk1k2 tr([Aμ, Ek1 ][A

μ, Ek2 ])

= −A�1
μ Aμ,�2gk1k2 tr([E�1 , Ek1 ][E�2 , Ek2 ])

= −A�1
μ Aμ,�2gk1k2Cm1

�1k1
Cm2

�2k2
tr(Em1Em2)

= −A�1
μ Aμ,�2gk1k2gm1m2C

m1
�1k1

Cm2
�2k2

,

where Aμ = A�
μE� + iA0

μ1n. Since the field A0
μ disappears, its mass is 0.

For any X, Y ∈ su(n), the Killing form K(X, Y ) = tr(adX ◦ adY ) satisfies
K(X, Y ) = 2n tr(XY ) so that, on one hand, Kk� := K(Ek, E�) = 2n gk� and
on the other hand, Kk� = Cn

kmCm
�n. Let us define Ck�m := gmnCn

k�, so that
Cn

k� = gmnCk�m and Ck�m is completely antisymmetric in (k, �, m). This leads
to gk1k2gm1m2C

m1
�1k1

Cm2
�2k2

= gk1k2C�1k1mCm
�2k2

= −gk1k2C�1mk1C
m
�2k2

= −Ck
�1mCm

�2k,
so that M2

�1�2
= Ck

�1mCm
�2k = K�1�2 = 2n g�1�2 . This proves that the diagonal-

ization of (M2
�1�2

) gives a unique eigenvalue 2n so that there is a unique mass
mbasis-config =

√
2n.
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3. Some Properties on Sums of Algebras

In this section, we consider the derivation-based differential calculus on algebras
decomposed as

A = A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Ar =
r⊕

i=1

Ai,

where Ai are unital algebras, not necessary of finite dimension. We define
respectively

πi : A → Ai, and ιi : Ai → A
as the natural projection on the ith term and the natural inclusion of the ith term.

Some results are presented using this full generality but others will require
Ai = Mn, the unital algebra of n × n matrices over �. As far as we know, the
results presented here have never been exposed elsewhere in a systematic way.

3.1. Center and derivations

Lemma 8 (Center of A). The center of A is Z(A) =
⊕r

i=1 Z(Ai).

Proof. Every a =
⊕r

i=1 ai ∈ Z(A) must commute with any b = 0⊕ · · · 0⊕
bj ⊕ 0⊕ 0 for any j = 1, . . . , r and any bj ∈ Aj . This implies that aj ∈ Z(Aj)
for any j. The result follows since

⊕r
i=1 Z(Ai) ⊂ Z(A).

Let us introduce the convenient notation for the elements

1̂i := ιi(1) = 0⊕· · · ⊕ 0⊕1⊕ 0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0 ∈ Z(A) ⊂ A.

Note that we use the fact that the Ai’s are unital.

Proposition 9 (Decomposition of derivations). One has

Der(A) =
r⊕

i=1

Der(Ai), (3.1)

i.e. for any a =
⊕r

i=1 ai ∈ A and X =
⊕r

i=1 Xi ∈ Der(A), one has X(a) =⊕r
i=1 Xi(ai).
This decomposition holds true as Lie algebras and modules over Z(A) on the

left and over
⊕r

i=1 Z(Ai) on the right.
If Der(Ai) = Int(Ai) for any i = 1, . . . , r, then

Der(A) = Int(A) =
r⊕

i=1

Int(Ai). (3.2)

Proof. The vector space decomposition (3.1) can be established using the maps
Xj

i := πj ◦ X ◦ ιi : Ai → Aj . For any a =
⊕r

i=1 ai and b =
⊕r

i=1 bi, one has

X(a) =
r⊕

j=1

(
r∑

i=1

Xj
i (ai)

)
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and the Leibniz rule X(ab) = X(a)b + aX(b) can then be written as
r⊕

j=1

(
r∑

i=1

Xj
i (aibi)

)
=

r⊕
j=1

(
r∑

i=1

Xj
i (ai)

)
bj +

r⊕
j=1

aj

(
r∑

i=1

Xj
i (bi)

)
.

For a fixed k, take ai = bi = 0 for i �= k. Then this relation reduces to
r⊕

j=1

Xj
k(akbk) = 0⊕· · · ⊕Xk

k(ak)bk ⊕ 0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0 + 0⊕ · · ·⊕ akXk
k(bk)⊕ 0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0.

The kth term shows that Xk
k ∈ Der(Ak), which implies in particular that Xk

k(1) = 0.
Then, with bk = 1, one gets Xj

k = 0 for j �= k. This shows that X(a) =
⊕r

i=1 Xi(ai)
with Xi := Xi

i ∈ Der(Ai) and we write

X =
r⊕

i=1

Xi.

For any f =
⊕r

i=1 fi ∈ Z(A) =
⊕r

i=1 Z(Ai), one has

(fX)(a) = f

(
r⊕

i=1

Xi(ai)

)
=

r⊕
i=1

(fiXi)(ai)

so that (3.1) holds true as modules over Z(A) on the left and over
⊕r

i=1 Z(Ai) on
the right.

For Y =
⊕r

i=1 Yi ∈ Der(A), one has

[X, Y](a) = X ◦ Y(a) − Y ◦ X(a) = X

(
r⊕

i=1

Yi(ai)

)
− Y

(
r⊕

i=1

Xi(ai)

)

=
r⊕

i=1

Xi ◦ Yi(ai) −
r⊕

i=1

Yi ◦ Xi(ai)

=
r⊕

i=1

[Xi, Yi](ai)

so that

[X, Y] =
r⊕

i=1

[Xi, Yi].

This shows that (3.1) holds true as Lie algebras.
The proof of (3.2) is then a direct consequence: assuming Der(Ai) = Int(Ai),

one has Int(A) ⊂ Der(A) =
⊕r

i=1 Int(Ai) ⊂ Int(A) where the last inclusion follows
from ada1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ adar = ada1 ⊕···⊕ ar .

We define ιDer
i : Der(Ai) → Der(A) as the inclusion Xi �→ 0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0⊕

Xi ⊕ 0 · · ·⊕ 0 in the ith term. This is a morphism of Lie algebras and for any
ai ∈ Ai and fi ∈ Z(Ai), one has ιi(Xi(ai)) = ιDer

i (Xi)(ιi(ai)) and ιDer
i (fiXi) =
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ιi(fi)ιDer
i (Xi). Note also that for any X =

⊕r
i=1 Xi, one has 1̂iX = ιDer

i (Xi) =
1̂iι

Der
i (Xi).
Using results given in Sec. 2.3, let us conclude this subsection with this direct

Corollary of Proposition 9:

Corollary 10. For A = Mn1 ⊕ · · ·⊕Mnr , one has Der(A) = Int(A) �
sln1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ slnr .

3.2. Derivation-based differential calculus

Here is a useful result concerning the structure of the derivation-based differential
calculus associated with A.

Proposition 11 (Decomposition of forms). For any p ≥ 0, one has

Ωp
Der(A) =

r⊕
i=1

Ωp
Der(Ai),

that is, any ω ∈ Ωp
Der(A) decomposes as ω =

⊕r
i=1 ωi with ωi ∈ Ωp

Der(Ai) and

ω(X1, . . . , Xp) =
r⊕

i=1

ωi(X1,i, . . . , Xp,i) for any Xk =
r⊕

i=1

Xk,i ∈ Der(A).

This decomposition is compatible with the Z(A)-linearity on the left and the⊕r
i=1 Z(Ai)-linearity on the right, and it is compatible with the products in Ω•

Der(A)
and Ω•

Der(Ai).
The differential d on Ω•

Der(A) decomposes along the differentials di on Ω•
Der(Ai)

as

dω =
r⊕

i=1

diωi.

We will extend the projection map πi : Ω•
Der(A) → Ω•

Der(Ai) with the same
notation.

Proof. Let ω ∈ Ωp
Der(A) and define, for any i1, . . . , ip, j = 1, . . . , r,

ωj
i1,...,ip

: Der(Ai1 ) × · · · × Der(Aip) → Aj

by

ωj
i1,...,ip

(X1,i1 , . . . , Xp,ip) = πj ◦ ω(ιDer
i1 (X1,i1), . . . , ι

Der
ip

(Xp,ip))

for any Xk,ik
∈ Der(Aik

) (k = 1, . . . , p). Then one has

ω(X1, . . . , Xp) =
r⊕

j=1

⎛⎝ r∑
i1,...,ip=1

ωj
i1,...,ip

(X1,i1 , . . . , Xp,ip)

⎞⎠
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with Xk =
⊕r

ik=1 Xk,ik
. Let fk =

⊕r
ik=1 fk,ik

∈ Z(A), then applying ω on the p

derivations fkXk, the Z(A)-linearity of ω gives

r⊕
j=1

⎛⎝ r∑
i1,...,ip=1

ωj
i1,...,ip

(f1,i1X1,i1 , . . . , fp,ipXp,ip)

⎞⎠
=

r⊕
j=1

f1,j · · · fp,j

⎛⎝ r∑
i1,...,ip=1

ωj
i1,...,ip

(X1,i1 , . . . , Xp,ip)

⎞⎠. (3.3)

The arbitrariness on the fk’s permits to simplify this relation in successive steps.
Let us fix j1 and take f1 = 1̂j1 . Then on the LHS, the term at j in

⊕r
j=1 reduces

to
r∑

i2,...,ip=1

ωj
j1,i2,...,ip

(X1,j1 , f2,i2Xp,ip , . . . , fp,ipXp,ip).

On the RHS, the only nonzero term along
⊕r

j=1 occurs at j = j1 and gives

f2,j1 · · · fp,j1

⎛⎝ r∑
i1,...,ip=1

ωj1
i1,...,ip

(X1,i1 , . . . , Xp,ip)

⎞⎠.

By arbitrariness on the Xk’s, this implies that for j �= j1 one has ωj
i1,...,ip

= 0 and
the remaining nontrivial relation becomes (substituting j1 to j)

r∑
i2,...,ip=1

ωj
j,i2,...,ip

(X1,j , f2,i2X2,i2 , . . . , fp,ipXp,ip)

= f2,j · · · fp,j

⎛⎝ r∑
i2,...,ip=1

ωj
j,i2,...,ip

(X1,j , X2,i2 , . . . , Xp,ip)

⎞⎠.

Let us now fix j2 and take f2 = 1̂j2 . Then the relation first gives
r∑

i3,...,ip=1

ωj
j,j2,i3,...,ip

(X1,j , X2,j2 , f3,i3X3,i3 , . . . , fp,ipXp,ip)

= 0 for j �= j2,

which implies ωj
j,i2,i3,...,ip

= 0 for i2 �= j. Then, with this relation, the nonvanishing
term (at j = j2) simplifies to (substituting j2 to j)

r∑
i3,...,ip=1

ωj
j,j,i3,...,ip

(X1,j, X2,j , f3,i3X3,i3 , . . . , fp,ipXp,ip)

= f3,j · · · fp,j

⎛⎝ r∑
i3,...,ip=1

ωj
j,j,i3,...,ip

(X1,j , X2,j, X3,i3 , . . . , Xp,ip)

⎞⎠.
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We can repeat this argument for ik up to k = p and conclude that the only nonzero
maps ωj

i1,...,ip
are ωj

j,...,j for j = 1, . . . , r. Defining ωi := ωi
i,...,i, one then gets

ω(X1, . . . , Xp) =
r⊕

i=1

ωi(X1,i, . . . , Xp,i)

and (3.3) reduces to
r⊕

i=1

ωi(f1,iX1,i, . . . , fp,iXp,i) =
r⊕

i=1

f1,i · · · fp,iωi(X1,i, . . . , Xp,i).

This shows that for any i, ωi is Z(Ai)-linear. Finally, the antisymmetry of ω implies
antisymmetry of the ωi’s. This proves that ωi ∈ Ωp

Der(Ai).
To prove the compatibility of this decomposition with the products, consider

ω =
⊕r

i=1 ωi ∈ Ωp
Der(A) and η =

⊕r
i=1 ηi ∈ Ωq

Der(A), and p + q derivations Xk =⊕r
ik=1 Xk,ik

∈ Der(A). Then by definition

(ω ∧ η)(X1, . . . , Xp+q)

=
1

p!q!

∑
σ∈Sp+q

(−1)|σ|ω(Xσ(1), . . . , Xσ(p))η(Xσ(p+1), . . . , Xσ(p+q))

=
1

p!q!

∑
σ∈Sp+q

(−1)|σ|
(

r⊕
i=1

ωi(Xσ(1),i, . . . , Xσ(p),i)

)

×
⎛⎝ r⊕

j=1

ηj(Xσ(p+1),j , . . . , Xσ(p+q),j)

⎞⎠
=

1
p!q!

∑
σ∈Sp+q

(−1)|σ|
(

r⊕
i=1

ωi(Xσ(1),i, . . . , Xσ(p),i)ηi(Xσ(p+1),i, . . . , Xσ(p+q),i)

)

=
r⊕

i=1

⎛⎝ 1
p!q!

∑
σ∈Sp+q

(−1)|σ|ωi(Xσ(1),i, . . . , Xσ(p),i)ηi(Xσ(p+1),i, . . . , Xσ(p+q),i)

⎞⎠
=

r⊕
i=1

(ωi ∧ ηi)(X1,i, . . . , Xp+q,i)

so that ω ∧ η =
⊕r

i=1 ωi ∧ ηi.
Using similar notations, one has

(dω)(X1, . . . , Xp+1)

=
p+1∑
k=1

(−1)k+1Xk · ω(X1, . . .
k∨. . . . , Xp+1)
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+
∑

1≤k<�≤p+1

(−1)k+�ω([Xk, X�], . . .
k∨. . . .

�∨. . . . , Xp+1)

=
p+1∑
k=1

(−1)k+1
r⊕

i=1

Xk,i · ωi(X1,i, . . .
k∨. . . . , Xp+1,i)

+
∑

1≤k<�≤p+1

(−1)k+�
r⊕

i=1

ωi([Xk,i, X�,i], . . .
k∨. . . .

�∨. . . . , Xp+1,i)

=
r⊕

i=1

(
p+1∑
k=1

(−1)k+1Xk,i · ωi(X1,i, . . .
k∨. . . . , Xp+1,i)

+
∑

1≤k<�≤p+1

(−1)k+�ωi([Xk,i, X�,i], . . .
k∨. . . .

�∨. . . . , Xp+1,i)

⎞⎠
=

r⊕
i=1

(diωi)(X1,i, . . . , Xp+1,i)

so that dω =
⊕r

i=1 diωi.

3.3. Modules and connections

We consider left modules on A of the form M =
⊕r

i=1 Mi where Mi is a
left module on Ai. This requirement is sufficient for the particular situation
A = Mn1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mnr since, according to [8, Corollary III.1.2], the modules of this
algebra are of the form �n1 ⊗ �α1 ⊕ · · ·⊕�nr ⊗ �αr = Mn1×α1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mnr×αr for
some integers αi, where Mni×αi is the vector space of ni × αi matrices over �.

Define πi
Mod : M → Mi as the projection on the ith term and ιMod

i : Mi → M
as the natural inclusion. Then, πi

Mod ◦ ιMod
i = IdMi and for any a =

⊕r
i=1 ai and

e =
⊕r

i=1 ei, one has πi
Mod(ae) = πi(a)πi

Mod(e) and πi
Mod(ιi(ai)e) = aiπ

i
Mod(e).

Proposition 12 (Decomposition of connections). A connection ∇ on the left
A module M defines a unique family of connections ∇i on the left Ai modules Mi

such that for any e =
⊕r

i=1 ei and any X =
⊕r

i=1 Xi, one has

∇Xe =
r⊕

i=1

∇i
Xi

ei.

Denote by Ri the curvature associated with ∇i, then, for any X =
⊕r

i=1 Xi, any
Y =

⊕r
i=1 Yi, and any e =

⊕r
i=1 ei, one has

R(X, Y)e =
r⊕

i=1

Ri(Xi, Yi)ei.
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Proof. Since X =
⊕r

i=1 Xi =
∑r

i=1 ιDer
i (Xi), one has ∇Xe =

∑r
i=1 ∇ιDer

i (Xi)e for
any e ∈ M. This implies that ∇X is completely given by the r maps ∇ιDer

i (Xi) :
M → M.

So, for a fixed i and for any Xi ∈ Der(Ai), let us study the map ∇ιDer
i (Xi) :

M → M. Since ιDer
i (Xi) = 1̂iι

Der
i (Xi), one has, for any e ∈ M, ∇ιDer

i (Xi)e =
∇

b1iιDer
i (Xi)

e = 1̂i∇ιDer
i (Xi)e so that πj

Mod ◦ ∇ιDer
i (Xi) = 0 for j �= i. In other words,

∇ιDer
i (Xi)e takes its values in Mi.
For a fixed j, take now e = ιMod

j (ej) for some ej ∈ Mj. Since 1̂jι
Mod
j (ej) =

ιMod
j (ej) one has ∇ιDer

i (Xi)ι
Mod
j (ej) = ∇ιDer

i (Xi)(1̂jι
Mod
j (ej)) = (ιDer

i (Xi) ·
1̂j)ιMod

j (ej) + 1̂j∇ιDer
i (Xi)ej = 1̂j∇ιDer

i (Xi)ej since ιDer
i (Xi) · 1̂j = 0 whatever i

and j. If j �= i, then ∇ιDer
i (Xi)ι

Mod
j (ej) = 1̂j∇ιDer

i (Xi)ej = 0 since ∇ιDer
i (Xi)ej has

only components in Mi. This implies that ∇ιDer
i (Xi) is only nonzero on components

in Mi, and so defines a map

∇i
Xi

:= πi
Mod ◦ ∇ιDer

i (Xi) ◦ ιMod
i : Mi → Mi.

Then, by construction, one has, for e =
⊕r

i=1 ei and X =
⊕r

i=1 Xi, ∇Xe =⊕r
i=1 ∇i

Xi
ei.

Now, let fi ∈ Z(Ai), then

∇i
fiXi

ei = πi
Mod(∇ιDer

i (fiXi) ◦ ιMod
i (ei)) = πi

Mod(∇ιi(fi)ιDer
i (Xi) ◦ ιMod

i (ei))

= πi
Mod(ιi(fi)∇ιDer

i (Xi) ◦ ιMod
i (ei)) = fiπ

i
Mod ◦ ∇ιDer

i (Xi) ◦ ιMod
i (ei)

= fi∇i
Xi

ei.

Let ai ∈ Ai, then

∇i
Xi

aiei = πi
Mod(∇ιDer

i (Xi) ◦ ιMod
i (aiei)) = πi

Mod(∇ιDer
i (Xi) ◦ ιi(ai)ιMod

i (ei))

= πi
Mod((ι

Der
i (Xi) · ιi(ai))ιMod

i (ei)) + πi
Mod(ιi(ai)∇ιDer

i (Xi) ◦ ιMod
i (ei))

= (Xi · ai)πi
Mod ◦ ιMod

i (ei) + aiπ
i
Mod ◦ ∇ιDer

i (Xi) ◦ ιMod
i (ei)

= (Xi · ai)ei + ai∇i
Xi

ei.

These two relations show that ∇i defines a connection on the left Ai module Mi.
Concerning the curvature, one has ∇X∇Ye = ∇X(

⊕r
i=1 ∇i

Yi
ei) =

⊕r
i=1 ∇i

Xi

× ∇i
Yi

ei and ∇[X,Y]e =
⊕r

i=1 ∇i
[Xi,Yi]

ei so that R(X, Y)e =
⊕r

i=1([∇i
Xi

,∇i
Yi

] −
∇i

[Xi,Yi]
)ei =

⊕r
i=1 Ri(Xi, Yi)ei.

Let us now consider the special case M = A with the natural left mod-
ule structure. In that situation, we can characterize ∇ by its connection 1-form
ω ∈ Ω1

Der(A) defined by ω(X) := ∇X1 and its curvature takes the form of the
multiplication on the right by the curvature 2-form Ω ∈ Ω2

Der(A) defined by
Ω(X, Y) := (dω)(X, Y) − [ω(X), ω(Y)].
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Proposition 13. In the previous situation, the decomposition of the connection
∇X =

⊕r
i=1 ∇i

Xi
in Proposition 12 is related to the decomposition of the connection

1-form ω =
⊕r

i=1 ωi in Proposition 11 where ωi ∈ Ω1
Der(Ai) is the connection

1-form associated with the connection ∇i.
In the same way, the connection 2-form Ω of ∇ decomposes along the connection

2-forms Ωi of ∇i : Ω =
⊕r

i=1 Ωi.

Proof. One has 1 =
⊕r

i=1 1i where 1i is the unit in Ai. With X =
⊕r

i=1 Xi, one
then has ω(X) = ∇X1 =

⊕r
i=1 ∇i

Xi
1i =

⊕r
i=1 ωi(Xi).

The curvature 2-forms are defined in terms of differentials and Lie brackets
(commutators in the respective algebras) from the connection 1-forms. We have
shown that these operations respect the decomposition of forms. This proves the
relation of the curvature 2-form of ∇.

3.4. Metric and Hodge �-operator

In this subsection, we consider only the situation Ai = Mni . This permits to limit
the study of metrics and Hodge �-operators to the structures defined in Sec. 2.3
(see also [3, 10, 13, 21, 22]).

For every Ai = Mni , one introduces a basis {Ei
α}α∈Ii of slni where Ii is a

totally ordered set of cardinal n2
i − 1. Let {∂i

α := adEi
α
}α∈Ii be the induced basis

of Der(Mni). The dual basis is denoted by {θα
i }α∈Ii .

We consider the metric g on A =
⊕r

i=1 Mni defined by g(∂i
α, ∂i′

α′) = 0 for i �= i′

and gi
αα′ := g(∂i

α, ∂i
α′) = tr(Ei

αEi
α′) as in Sec. 2.3. Then, by construction, Der(Ai)

is orthogonal to Der(Ai′ ) when i �= i′.
A natural way to define a (noncommutative) integral of forms on A is to decom-

pose it along the Ai as ∫
A

ω :=
r∑

i=1

∫
i

ωi

for any ω =
⊕r

i=1 ωi ∈ Ω•
Der(A). Here

∫
i
=
∫
Ai

is defined as in Sec. 2.3 using the

volume form ωvol,i :=
√|gi|θα0

1
i ∧· · ·∧θ

α0
n2

i
−1

i where (α0
1, . . . , α

0
n2−1) ∈ I

n2
i−1

i is such
that α0

1 < · · · < α0
n2

i−1
.

In order to compute
∫
A ω, one has to find the unique element a =

⊕r
i=1 ai ∈ A

such that
⊕r

i=1 aiωvol,i captures the highest degrees in every Ω•
Der(Ai), and then one

has
∫
A ω =

∑r
i=1 tr(ai). In particular, with ωvol :=

⊕r
i=1 ωvol,i, one has

∫
A ωvol =∑r

i=1 ni.
The metric g on A gives rise to a well-defined Hodge �-operator, which, according

to the proof of Lemma A.1 (see Sec. A.1), can be written using the Hodge �-
operators on each Ai for the metric gi. For any ω =

⊕r
i=1 ωi, ω

′ =
⊕r

i=1 ω′
i ∈

Ω•
Der(A), one has

ω ∧ �ω′ =
r∑

i=1

ωi ∧ �iω
′
i,
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where �i is defined on Ω•
Der(Mni) as in Sec. 2.3, and we define the noncommutative

scalar product of forms on A =
⊕r

i=1 Mni by

(ω, ω′) :=
∫
A

ω ∧ �ω′ =
r∑

i=1

∫
i

ωi ∧ �iω
′
i. (3.5)

This expression will be used to define action functional out of a connection 1-form.

4. Lifting One Step of the Defining Inductive Sequence

In this section, we study the lifting of an inclusion φ : A → B regarding some of the
structures defined on A and B. Contrary to the previous section, here we consider
the special case of sums of matrix algebras, A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni and B =

⊕s
j=1 Mmj .

For reasons that will be explained in Sec. 5, φ is not necessarily unital. We define
the corresponding projection and injection maps πi

A, πj
B, ιAi and ιBj .

The inclusion φ is taken in its simplest form, and we normalize it such that for
any a =

⊕r
i=1 ai,

φj(a) := πj
B ◦ φ(a) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

a1 ⊗ 1αj1 0 · · · 0 0

0 a2 ⊗ 1αj2 · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · ar ⊗ 1αjr 0

0 0 · · · 0 �n0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

where the integer αji ≥ 0 is the multiplicity of the inclusion of Mni into Mmj , �n0

is the n0 × n0 zero matrix such that n0 ≥ 0 satisfies mj = n0 +
∑r

i=1 αjini, and

ai ⊗ 1αji =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ai 0 0 0

0 ai 0 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · ai

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
αji times.

We define the maps φj
i := φj ◦ ιAi : Mni → Mmj , which takes the explicit form

φj
i (ai) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

...
... · · · ...

0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 ai ⊗ 1αji 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
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When αji > 0, for 1 ≤ � ≤ αji, we define the maps φj,�
i : Mni → Mmj which insert

ai at the �th entry on the diagonal of 1αji in the previous expression, so that ai

appears only once on the RHS. The maps φj , φj
i , and φj,�

i are morphisms of algebras
and one has

φ =
s⊕

j=1

φj :
r⊕

i=1

Mni →
s⊕

j=1

Mmj ,

φj =
r∑

i=1

φj
i ◦ πi

A :
r⊕

i=1

Mni → Mmj ,

φj
i =

αji∑
�=1

φj,�
i : Mni → Mmj .

(4.1)

Note then that
∑r

i=1

∑αji

�=1 φj,�
i (1Ai) fills the diagonal of Mmj with

∑r
i=1 αjini

copies of 1 except for the last n0 entries. When n0 = 0, one gets∑r
i=1

∑αji

�=1 φj,�
i (1Ai) = 1Bi .

We will make use of the following result.

Lemma 14. For any a, b ∈ A, any i1, i2 ∈ {1, . . . , r}, any �1 ∈ {1, . . . , αji1} and
any �2 ∈ {1, . . . , αji2},

φj,�1
i1

(a)φj,�2
i2

(b) = δi1,i2δ�1,�2φ
j,�1
i1

(ab). (4.2)

Proof. This is just a direct consequence of the definition of φj,�
i and the multipli-

cations of block diagonal matrices.

Definition 15. An injective map φMod : M → N between a left A-module M and
a left B-module N is φ-compatible if φMod(ae) = φ(a)φMod(e) for any a ∈ A and
e ∈ M.

In the following, since we want to construct a direct limit of modules accompa-
nying a direct limit of algebras with injective maps, we always suppose that φMod

is also injective. As before, we define the corresponding projection and injection
maps πi

M, πj
N , ιMi and ιNj .

From [8, Corollary III.1.2], we know that all the left modules on A and B are of
the form M = �n1⊗�α1 ⊕ · · · ⊕�nr ⊗�αr and N = �m1⊗�β1 ⊕ · · · ⊕�ms ⊗�βs for
some integers αi and βj . Two situations are easily handled to construct an injective
φ-compatible map φMod : M → N .

(1) The case αi = βj = 1 for any i and j. In that situation, φMod can be constructed
in a natural way using the multiplicities αji of φ. Denote by 1n ∈ �n (resp.
0n ∈ �n) the vector with all the entries equal to 1 (resp. 0). Then one can
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define φMod by

πj
N ◦ φMod(e) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

e1 ⊗ 1αj1

e2 ⊗ 1αj2

...

er ⊗ 1αjr

0n0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∈ Nj = �

mj .

(2) The case αi = ni and βj = mj for any i and j. This situation corresponds to
M = A and N = B. The canonical map φMod is taken to be φ itself.

By construction, these two maps are φ-compatible. In the more general situation,
we have to inject αji times (as rows) �ni ⊗�αi into �mj ⊗�βj (�ni ⊗�αi is injected
only when αji > 0). A necessary condition is that βj is large enough to accept the
largest αi. This necessary condition leaves open the possibility of constructing many
modules and many maps φMod which are φ-compatible.

Similarly to φ, we decompose φMod as φj
Mod,i := πj

N ◦ φMod ◦ ιMi : Mi → Nj

and for any 1 ≤ � ≤ αji, φj,�
Mod,i : Mi → Nj which insert ei ∈ Mi at the �th row.

As expected, φ does not relate the centers of A and B. This implies in particular
that we cannot expect to find or to construct a “general” map to inject Der(A) into
Der(B) as modules over the centers, or, with less ambition, to inject a submodule
and sub Lie algebra of Der(A) into a submodule and sub-Lie algebra of Der(B).
This strategy may indeed require very specific situations.

Since it is convenient to consider all the derivations of A and B, our approach is
to keep track of the derivations in Der(B) which “come from” (to be defined below)
derivations in Der(A). These derivations will propagate along the sequence of the
direct limit, while new derivations will be introduced at each step of the limit.

For any i, let us chose an orthogonal basis {∂i
A,α := adEi

A,α
}α∈Ii of Der(Ai) =

Int(Mni) where Ei
A,α ∈ slni and Ii is a totally ordered set of cardinal n2

i − 1. For
any j, we can introduce a basis of Der(Bj) = Int(Mmj) in two steps. Let us define
the set

Jφ
j := {(i, �, α)/i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, � ∈ {1, . . . , αji}, α ∈ Ii}

and for any β = (i, �, α) ∈ Jφ
j , define

Ej
B,β := φj,�

i (Ei
A,α) ∈ slmj and ∂j

B,β := adEj
B,β

∈ Der(Bj).

The set Jφ
j is totally ordered for β = (i, �, α) < β′ = (i′, �′, α′) iff i < i′ or [i = i′

and � < �′] or [i = i′ and � = �′ and α < α′ ∈ Ii].
Denote by gA and gB the metrics on A and B, defined as in Sec. 3.4. We know

that gB(adEj
B,β

, ad
Ej′

B,β′
) = 0 for j �= j′. So, let us consider a fixed value j. With
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the previous notations, one then has gB(adEj
B,(i,�,α)

, adEj

B,(i′,�′,α′)
) = 0 when i �= i′

or [i = i′ and � �= �′] since then the product of matrices Ej
B,(i,�,α)E

j
B,(i′,�′,α′) is zero.

Then one has

gj
B,ββ′ := gB(adEj

B,(i,�,α)
, adEj

B,(i′,�′,α′)
) = tr(Ej

B,(i,�,α)E
j
B,(i′,�′,α′))

= δii′δ��′ tr(Ei
A,αEi

A,α′) = δii′δ��′gA(adEi
A,α

, adEi
A,α′ )

= δii′δ��′g
i
A,αα′ . (4.3)

In the following, we will use the fact that the metric (gj
B,ββ′)β,β′∈Jφ

j
(and also its

inverse (gββ′
B,j )β,β′∈Jφ

j
) is diagonal by blocks along the divisions induced by the choice

of a couple (i, �) for which β = (i, �, α). Note also that if the ∂i
A,α’s are orthogonal

(resp. orthonormal) for gA, so are the ∂j
B,β’s for the metric gB for any β ∈ Jφ

j . This
is the reason we chose to remove the “ 1

n” factor in front of the definition of the
metrics (see Sec. 3.4).

We can now complete the family {∂j
B,β}β∈Jφ

j
into a full basis of Der(Bj) with

the same notation, β ∈ Jj = Jφ
j ∪ Jc

j where Jc
j is a complementary set to get

card(Jj) = m2
j − 1, in such a way that

gB(∂j
B,β , ∂j

B,β′) = 0 for any β ∈ Jφ
j and β′ ∈ Jc

j . (4.4)

In other words, the metric gB is block diagonal and decomposes Der(Bj) into two
orthogonal summands (see Sec. A.2 for an explicit way to construct such a basis
adapted to φ). We choose any total order on Jj which extends the one on Jφ

j .
Note that (4.4) implies that the inverse of the matrix (gj

B,ββ′)β,β′∈Jj , denoted

by (gββ′
B,j )β,β′∈Jj , is also block diagonal and is such that (gββ′

B,j )β,β′∈Jφ
j

is the inverse

of (gj
B,ββ′)β,β′∈Jφ

j
with g

(i,�,α)(i′,�′,α′)
B,j = δii′δ��′gαα′

A,i .

The derivations ∂j
B,β for β ∈ Jφ

j are the one “inherited” from the derivations on
A. We will use the convenient notation ∂j

B,β = φj,�
i (∂i

A,α) for β = (i, �, α).

Lemma 16. For any 1 ≤ j ≤ s, 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ r, 1 ≤ � ≤ αji, 1 ≤ �′ ≤ αji′ , α ∈ Ii,

α′ ∈ Ii′ , ai′ ∈ Ai′ , one has

∂j
B,(i,�,α) · φj,�′

i′ (ai′) = φj,�
i (∂i

A,α) · φj,�′
i′ (ai′ ) = δi,i′δ�,�′φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,α · ai′)

and

[∂j
B,(i,�,α), ∂

j
B,(i′,�′,α′)] = [φj,�

i (∂i
A,α), φj,�′

i′ (∂i′
A,α′)] = δi,i′δ�,�′φ

j,�
i ([∂i

A,α, ∂i
A,α′ ]).

Proof. φj,�
i (∂i

A,α) is an inner derivation for the matrix Ej
B,(i,�,α) in which the only

nonzero part Ei
A,α is located on the diagonal of Mmj at a position depending on

i and �, see above. In the same way, the nonzero part of φj,�′
i′ (ai′) is ai′ on the

diagonal of Mmj . When i �= i′ or � �= �′, the commutator of these two matrices
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is zero. When i = i′ and � = �′, the commutator is [Ei
A,α, ai] = ∂i

A,α · ai on the
diagonal of Mmj at the position designated by i and �. This matrix is obviously
φj,�

i (∂i
A,α · ai). This proves the first relation.

The proof of the second relation relies on the same kind of argument since the
∂i
A,α are inner derivations.

Definition 17 (φ-compatible forms). A form ω =
⊕r

i=1 ωi ∈ Ω•
Der(A) is φ-

compatible with a form η =
⊕s

j=1 ηj ∈ Ω•
Der(B) if and only if for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤

j ≤ s, 1 ≤ � ≤ αji, ωi and ηj have the same degree p and for any ∂i
A,α1

, . . . , ∂i
A,αp

∈
Der(Ai) (αk ∈ Ii), one has

φj,�
i (ωi(∂i

A,α1
, . . . , ∂i

A,αp
)) = ηj(φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,α1
), . . . , φj,�

i (∂i
A,αp

)). (4.5)

Note that the LHS of (4.5) has only nonzero values in block matrices on the
diagonal of Mmj at a position which depends on i and � (see above). This implies
that the RHS has the same structure.

Proposition 18. Let ω =
⊕r

i=1 ωi, ω′ =
⊕r

i=1 ω′
i ∈ Ω•

Der(A) and η =
⊕s

j=1 ηj ,

η′ =
⊕s

j=1 η′
j ∈ Ω•

Der(B) such that ω is φ-compatible with η and ω′ is φ-
compatible with η′. Then ω ∧ ω′ is φ-compatible with η ∧ η′ and dω is φ-compatible
with dη.

Proof. Since the product of forms decompose along the indices i and j, we fix
these indices in the proof and we suppose that the degrees of ωi and ω′

i are p and
p′, respectively. Inserting the RHS of (4.5) into (2.1), one has

(ηj ∧ η′
j)(φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,α1
), . . . , φj,�

i (∂i
A,αp+p′ ))

=
1

p!p′!

∑
σ∈Sp+p′

(−1)|σ|ηj(φ
j,�
i (∂i

A,ασ(1)
), . . . , φj,�

i (∂i
A,ασ(p)

))

× η′
j(φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,ασ(p+1)
), . . . , φj,�

i (∂i
A,ασ(p+p′)))

=
1

p!p′!

∑
σ∈Sp+p′

(−1)|σ|φj,�
i (ωi(∂i

A,ασ(1)
, . . . , ∂i

A,ασ(p)
)

×ω′
i(∂

i
A,ασ(p+1)

, . . . , ∂i
A,ασ(p+p′)))

= φj,�
i ((ωi ∧ ω′

i)(∂
i
A,α1

, . . . , ∂i
A,αp+p′ )).

In the same way, inserting the RHS of (4.5) into (2.2), one has

(djηj)(φ
j,�
i (∂i

A,α1
), . . . , φj,�

i (∂i
A,αp+1

))

=
p+1∑
k=1

(−1)k+1φj,�
i (∂i

A,αk
) · ηj(φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,α1
), . . .

k∨. . . . , φj,�
i (∂i

A,αp+1
))
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+
∑

1≤k<k′≤p+1

(−1)k+k′
ηj([φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,αk
), φj,�

i (∂i
A,αk′ )],

. . .
i∨. . . .

j∨. . . . , φj,�
i (∂i

A,αp+1
))

=
p+1∑
k=1

(−1)k+1φj,�
i (∂i

A,αk
· ωi(∂i

A,α1
, . . .

k∨. . . . , ∂i
A,αp+1

))

+
∑

1≤k<k′≤p+1

(−1)k+k′
φj,�

i (ωi([∂i
A,αk

, ∂i
A,αk′ ], . . .

k∨. . . . , ∂i
A,αp+1

))

= φj,�
i ((diωi)(∂i

A,α1
, . . . , ∂i

A,αp+1
)).

Let {θα
A,i}α∈Ii be the dual basis of {∂i

A,α}α∈Ii . Then one has θα
A,i(∂

i′
A,α′) =

δi′
i δα′

α′ . In the same way, denote by {θβ
B,j}β∈Jj the dual basis of {∂j

B,β}β∈Jj .

Remark 19 (φ-compatibility and components of forms). Let us first illus-
trate φ-compatibility for 1-forms. One has ω =

⊕r
i=1 ωi

α ⊗ θα
A,i for ωi

α ∈ Ai and
η =

⊕s
j=1 ηj

β ⊗ θβ
B,j for ηj

β ∈ Bj. Then (4.5) reduces to φj,�
i (ωi

α) = ηj
(i,�,α). This

means that the components ηj
β of η in the “inherited directions” φj,�

i (∂i
A,α)’s are

inherited from ω.
In the same way, for p-forms, the LHS of (4.5) is nonzero only for components

along the β’s of the form (i, �, α) with the same couple (i, �), and these components
are given by the RHS. So, all the components ηj

β1...βp
in the “inherited directions”

β1, . . . , βp for βk = (i, �, αk) (same i and �) are constrained by the φ-compatibility
condition.

Let ∇M and ∇N be two connections on a A-module M and a B-module N with
an injective φ-compatible map φMod : M → N . We will use (as defined before) the
maps φj,�

Mod,i : Mi → Nj . These connections define connections ∇M,i on Mi and
∇N ,j on Nj .

Definition 20. The two connections ∇M and ∇N are said to be φ-compatible if
and only if, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ s, 1 ≤ � ≤ αji, α ∈ Ii, one has

φj,�
Mod,i(∇M,i

∂i
A,α

ei) = ∇N ,j

φj,�
i (∂i

A,α)
φj,�

Mod,i(ei). (4.6)

When M = A and N = B, one can introduce the connection 1-forms ωM and
ωN for ∇M and ∇N . Then one has

Lemma 21. If ωM and ωN are φ-compatible, then ∇M and ∇N are φ-compatible.
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Proof. Here we have φMod = φ. Using Ai � ei = ei1Ai and the definitions of the
connection 1-forms, one has ∇M,i

∂i
A,α

ei = (∂i
A,α · ei)1Ai + eiωM,i(∂i

A,α), so that

φj,�
i (∇M,i

∂i
A,α

ei) = φj,�
i ((∂i

A,α · ei)1Ai) + φj,�
i (eiωM,i(∂i

A,α))

= (φj,�
i (∂i

A,α) · φj,�
i (ei))φ

j,�
i (1Ai) + φj,�

i (ei)ωN ,j(φ
j,�
i (∂i

A,α))

= (φj,�
i (∂i

A,α) · φj,�
i (ei))φ

j,�
i (1Ai) + φj,�

i (ei)∇N ,j

φj,�
i (∂i

A,α)
1Bj

= φj,�
i (∂i

A,α) · φj,�
i (ei) + φj,�

i (ei)∇N ,j

φj,�
i (∂i

A,α)
1Bj

= ∇N ,j

φj,�
i (∂i

A,α)
φj,�

i (ei),

where we have used φj,�
i (ei) = φj,�

i (ei)φ
j,�
i (1Ai) and φj,�

i (∂i
A,α) · φj,�

i (1Ai) =
φj,�

i (∂i
A,α ·1Ai) = 0 so that, using the Leibniz rule, (φj,�

i (∂i
A,α) ·φj,�

i (ei))φ
j,�
i (1Ai) =

φj,�
i (∂i

A,α) · φj,�
i (ei).

Remark 22. Let us stress that the reverse of this lemma is not true:
φ-compatibility between connections is weaker than φ-compatibility between their
connection 1-forms. Indeed, let us assume that the two connections are φ-
compatible, that is that the first and last expressions are equal in the computation
in the above proof. Then one can extract an equality at the second line between
the connection 1-forms: Take ei = 1Ai and since then the first terms in both sides
are zero, one gets

φj,�
i (ωM,i(∂i

A,α)) = φj,�
i (1Ai)ωN ,j(φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,α)). (4.7)

This is a weaker relation than (4.5). In Example 19, we noted that the φ-
compatibility (4.5) between forms implies that all the values ωN ,j(φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,α)) come
exactly from the values ωM,i(∂i

A,α). What (4.7) says is that φj,�
i (1Ai), as a projector,

select only a part of the matrix ωN ,j(φ
j,�
i (∂i

A,α)) to be compared with the matrix
ωM,i(∂i

A,α). So some parts of the matrix ωN ,j(φ
j,�
i (∂i

A,α)) may not be inherited.
For practical reasons, we prefer to deal with the stronger φ-compatibility condi-

tion, since it permits to “trace” (to “follow”) the degrees of freedom of the ωM,i’s
“inside” the ωN ,j ’s. The weaker φ-compatibility condition mix up these degrees of
freedom into the matrices ωN ,j(φ

j,�
i (∂i

A,α)).

Let us consider the following specific situation for φ : A → B, where A =⊕r
i=1 Mni is embedded into B = Mm with m ≥ ∑r

i=1 ni in such a way that each
Mni appears once and only once on the diagonal of Mm. We consider on A and B
the integral defined in Sec. 3.4.

Proposition 23. Let ω =
⊕r

i=1 ωi ∈ Ω•
Der(A) and η ∈ Ω•

Der(B) be such that η is
φ-compatible with ω and η vanishes on every derivation ∂B,β with β ∈ Jc (here we
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omit the j = 1 index ). Then∫
B

η ∧ �Bη =
∫
A

ω ∧ �Aω.

Proof. Since j = 1 and � = 1 are the only possible values, to simplify the notations
we write φi for φj,�

i . We will refer to φi(Mni) ⊂ Mm as the ith block on the diagonal
of Mm. The metric gB induces an orthogonal decomposition of the derivations of
B which is compatible with these blocks. Two derivations adE and adE′ such that
E ∈ φi(Mni) and E′ has no nonvanishing entries in φi(Mni) are orthogonal. So,
Der(B) =

⊕r
i=1 Der(φi(Mni))⊕Der(B)c where the decomposition is orthogonal for

gB and Der(B)c are derivations “outside” of the φi(Mni)’s.
For any p, one has η(φi(∂i

A,α1
), . . . , φi(∂i

A,αp
)) = φi(ωi(∂i

A,α1
, . . . , ∂i

A,αp
)).g

These are the only possible values for η. In particular, η vanishes on any deriva-
tion in Der(B)c. Note that φi(ωi(∂i

A,α1
, . . . , ∂i

A,αp
)) is ωi(∂i

A,α1
, . . . , ∂i

A,αp
) ∈ Mni

at the ith block on the diagonal of Mm. We can then write η =
∑r

i=1 ηi where
ηi ∈ φi(Mni) ⊗

∧• Der(φi(Mni))∗ ⊂ Mm ⊗∧• Der(φi(Mni))∗.
Let us define the metric gφi(Mni

) as the restriction of gB to Der(φi(Mni)). From
this metric, we construct its Hodge �-operator �φi(Mni

) and its noncommutative
integral

∫
φi(Mni

) along the derivations of the matrix block φi(Mni). Then we can
apply Lemma A.1, where the linear form τ is the ordinary trace on Mm, to get∫

B
η ∧ �Bη =

r∑
i=1

∫
φi(Mni

)

ηi ∧ �φi(Mni
)ηi.

One has Der(φi(Mni)) � Der(Mni) and, using (4.3), gφi(Mni
) becomes gA,i in this

identification, so that �φi(Mni
) corresponds to �Mni

. In this identification, the form
ηi is then ωi, so that

∫
φi(Mni

)
ηi ∧ �φi(Mni

)ηi =
∫

Mni
ωi ∧ �Mni

ωi. This shows that∫
B η ∧ �Bη =

∑r
i=1

∫
Mni

ωi ∧ �Mni
ωi =

∫
A ω ∧ �Aω by (3.5).

A slight adjustment of the proof of Proposition 23 gives (with the same nota-
tions):

Corollary 24. Suppose that φ : A → B includes αi times Mni on the diagonal of
Mm. Then, with the same assumptions, one has∫

B
η ∧ �Bη =

r∑
i=1

αi

∫
i

ωi ∧ �iωi.

5. Direct Limit of NC Gauge Field Theories

5.1. φ-compatibility of NC gauge field theories

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, we will consider nonunital ∗-homomorphisms φ : A =⊕r
i=1 Mni → B =

⊕s
j=1 Mmj . The reason for this choice is that we would like to

gSince the ωi and η are not supposed to be homogeneous in Ω•
Der(Ai) and Ω•

Der(B), one has to
evaluate them against any number of derivations.
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cover physical situations where the gauge group are enlarged at each step of the
defining inductive sequence {(An, φn,m)/0 ≤ n < m}. For instance, one may ask
for the inclusion of U(2) into U(3), which can be performed in our framework by
considering a natural inclusion φ : M2 → M3. This inclusion cannot be unital. A
unital morphism would require for instance to consider the inclusion φ : M1⊕M2 →
M3, which may not correspond to a phenomenological requirement.

We first consider a NCGFT on the algebra A =
⊕r

i=1 Mni . Let us use the
notations of Sec. 4: for any i, let {∂i

A,α := adEi
A,α

}α∈Ii be an orthogonal basis of
Der(Ai) = Int(Mni) where Ei

A,α ∈ slni and Ii is a totally ordered set of cardinal
n2

i − 1, and let {θα
A,i}α∈Ii be the dual basis of {∂i

A,α}α∈Ii .
Since we are interested in the manipulation of connections as 1-forms, we

restrict our analysis to the left module M = A. From Example 5 and the
results in Sec. 3.3, with obvious notations, a connection 1-form can be writ-
ten as ω =

⊕r
i=1 ωi and its curvature 2-form as Ω =

⊕r
i=1 Ωi, with ωi =

ωi
αθα

A,i = ω̊i − Bi
A,αθα

A,i = (Ei
A,α − Bi

A,α)θα
A,i and Ωi = 1

2Ωi
α1α2

θα1
A,i ∧ θα2

A,i with
Ωi

α1α2
= −([Bi

A,α1
, Bi

A,α2
] − C(ni)α3

α1α2
Bi

A,α3
) where C(ni)α3

α1α2
are the structure

constants for the basis {Ei
A,α} of slni .

The natural action for this NCGFT is then

S = −
r∑

i=1

∫
i

Ωi ∧ �iΩi = −
r∑

i=1

1
2

tr(Ωi
α1α2

Ωi,α1α2)

= −
r∑

i=1

1
2

∑
α1α2∈Ii

tr(Ωi
α1α2

)2

= −
r∑

i=1

1
2

∑
α1α2∈Ii

tr([Bi
A,α1

, Bi
A,α2

] − C(ni)α3
α1α2

Bi
A,α3

)2,

where on the last line we have used the fact that the metric is diagonal.
As in Example 6, one can also consider a NCGFT on the algebra Â := C∞(M)⊗

A =
⊕r

i=1 C∞(M)⊗Mni for a manifold M . Then ωi = Ai
A,μdxμ+(Ei

A,α−Bi
A,α)θα

A,i

and Ωi = 1
2Ωi

μ1μ2
dxμ1 ∧ dxμ2 + Ωi

μαdxμ ∧ θα
A,i + 1

2Ωi
α1α2

θα1
A,i ∧ θα2

A,i with

Ωi
μ1μ2

= ∂μ1A
i
A,μ2

− ∂μ2A
i
A,μ1

− [Ai
A,μ1

, Ai
A,μ2

],

Ωi
μα = −(∂μBi

A,α − [Ai
A,μ, Bi

A,α]),

Ωi
α1α2

= −([Bi
A,α1

, Bi
A,α2

] − C(ni)α3
α1α2

Bi
A,α3

).

In that case, the natural action is

S = −
r∑

i=1

∫
M

(
1
2

tr(Ωi
μ1μ2

Ωi,μ1μ2) + tr(Ωi
μαΩi,μα)

+
1
2

tr(Ωi
α1α2

Ωi,α1α2)
)√

|gM |dx,

where gM is a metric on M .
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This action shares the same main feature as mentioned in Example 6: it makes
appear a SSBM thanks to the presence of the scalar fields Bi

A,α = Bi,α′
A,αEi

A,α′ +
iBi,0

A,α1ni which can be nonzero for a minimal configuration of the Higgs poten-
tial − 1

2

∑r
i=1 tr(Ωi

α1α2
Ωi,α1α2). Then the couplings in −∑r

i=1 tr(Ωi
μαΩi,μα) induce

mass terms for the (gauge bosons) fields Ai
A,μ = Ai,α

A,μEi
A,α + iAi,0

A,μ1ni . We will
concentrate of this feature in the following.

In order to simplify the analysis of the relation between NCGFT defined at
each step of an inductive sequence of finite dimensional algebras {(An, φn,m)/0 ≤
n < m}, we will consider a unique inclusion φ : A → B with A =

⊕r
i=1 Mni and

B =
⊕s

j=1 Mmj as in Sec. 4.
Let η =

⊕s
j=1 ηj be a connection 1-form on B for the module N = B. Denote

by Θ =
⊕s

j=1 Θj its curvature 2-form. We use the notation ηj = ηj
βθβ

B,j =
(Ej

B,β − Bj
B,β)θβ

B,j and Θj = 1
2Θj

β1β2
θβ1
B,j ∧ θβ2

B,j with Θj
β1β2

= −([Bj
B,β1

, Bj
B,β2

] −
C(mj)

β3
β1β2

Bj
B,β3

) where C(mj)
β3
β1β2

are the structure constants for the basis {Ej
B,β}

of slmj .
We suppose that η is φ-compatible with ω. This implies that for all β = (i, �, α) ∈

Jφ
j , ηj

β = φj,�
i (ωi

α) and that Bj
B,β = φj,�

i (Bi
A,α).

Lemma 25. For any β1 = (i1, �1, α1), β2 = (i2, �2, α2) ∈ Jφ
j , Θj

β1β2
= 0 for i1 �= i2

or �1 �= �2 and Θj
β1β2

= φj,�
i (Ωi

α1α2
) for i = i1 = i2 and � = �1 = �2.

Proof. One has to evaluate

Θj(φ
j,�1
i1

(∂i1
A,α1

), φj,�2
i2

(∂i2
A,α2

))

= φj,�1
i1

(∂i1
A,α1

) · ηj(φ
j,�2
i2

(∂i2
A,α2

)) − φj,�2
i2

(∂i2
A,α2

) · ηj(φ
j,�1
i1

(∂i1
A,α1

))

− ηj([φ
j,�1
i1

(∂i1
A,α1

), φj,�2
i2

(∂i2
A,α2

)]) − [ηj(φ
j,�1
i1

(∂i1
A,α1

)), ηj(φ
j,�2
i2

(∂i2
A,α2

))]

= φj,�1
i1

(∂i1
A,α1

) · φj,�2
i2

(ωi2(∂
i2
A,α2

)) − φj,�2
i2

(∂i2
A,α2

) · φj,�1
i1

(ωi1(∂
i1
A,α1

))

− ηj([φ
j,�1
i1

(∂i1
A,α1

), φj,�2
i2

(∂i2
A,α2

)]) − [φj,�1
i1

(ωi1(∂
i1
A,α1

)), φj,�2
i2

(ωi2(∂
i2
A,α2

))].

For i1 �= i2 or �1 �= �2, from Lemma 16, all the terms in the first line vanish while
the last commutator is zero since the two matrices involved do not occupy the same
position on the diagonal of Mmj . For i1 = i2 = i and �1 = �2 = �, the expression
reduces to φj,�

i (Ωi(∂i
A,α1

, ∂i
A,α2

)) (which is also a consequence of Proposition 18).
Note that this result is also a direct consequence of the expression of Θj

β1β2
in

terms of the Bj
B,β’s.

The curvature components Θj
β1β2

for β1, β2 ∈ Jj can be separated according to
three possibilities: (1) (β1, β2) in Jφ

j × Jφ
j ; (2) (β1, β2) or (β2, β1) in Jφ

j × Jc
j ; (3)

(β1, β2) in Jc
j × Jc

j . From (4.4), the metric gB (and its inverse) is block diagonal for
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these subsets of indices. The natural action on B can then be decomposed as

S = −
s∑

j=1

1
2

∑
β1β2∈Jj

tr(Θj
β1β2

Θj,β1β2)

= −
s∑

j=1

⎛⎜⎝1
2

∑
β1β2∈Jφ

j

tr(Θj
β1β2

Θj,β1β2)

+
∑

β1∈Jφ
j ,β2∈Jc

j

tr(Θj
β1β2

Θj,β1β2) +
1
2

∑
β1β2∈Jc

j

tr(Θj
β1β2

Θj,β1β2)

⎞⎟⎠.

For fixed j, let us consider the first summation on Jφ
j . By Lemma 25, the two

indices β1 = (i1, �1, α1), β2 = (i2, �2, α2) ∈ Jφ
j must satisfy i1 = i2 and �1 = �2 to

get a nonzero contribution, so that

1
2

∑
β1β2∈Jφ

j

tr(Θj
β1β2

Θj,β1β2)

=
1
2

r∑
i=1

αji∑
�=1

∑
α1,α2∈Ii

tr(Θj
(i,�,α1)(i,�,α2)

Θj,(i,�,α1)(i,�,α2))

=
1
2

r∑
i=1

αji∑
�=1

∑
α1,α2∈Ii

tr(Ωi
α1α2

Ωi,α1α2)

=
1
2

r∑
i=1

αji

∑
α1,α2∈Ii

tr(Ωi
α1α2

Ωi,α1α2),

where we have used (4.3) (which holds true also for the inverse metrics) to make
an equivalence between raising the indices β and raising the indices α.

This relation tells us that the action on B contains copies of terms from the
action on A. As expected, these terms involve the degrees of freedom which are
inherited on B from those on A. They involve also the multiplicities of the inclusions
of Mni into Mmj . This implies that the relative weights of these terms are not the
same on B as they are on A.

Let us now consider the algebra B̂ := C∞(M)⊗B =
⊕s

j=1 C∞(M)⊗Mmj . The
connection 1-form is parametrized as ηj = Aj

B,μdxμ +(Ej
B,β −Bj

B,β)θβ
B,j . We extend

the φ-compatibility between η and ω on the geometrical part by the condition that
Aj

B,μ =
∑r

i=1 φj
i (A

i
A,μ) + Aj,c

B,μ where Aj,c
B,μ ∈ Mmj has zero entries in the image of

φj (which is concentred as blocks on the diagonal). In other words, all the degrees
of freedom in Ai

A,μ are copied into Aj
B,μ according to the map φ.

From this decomposition, the components of the curvature 2-forms Θj =
1
2Θj

μ1μ2
dxμ1∧dxμ2+Θj

μβdxμ∧θβ
B,j+

1
2Θj

β1β2
θβ1
B,j∧θβ2

B,i can be separated into inherited
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components from the curvature 2-forms Ωi on Â, interactions terms between inher-
ited components of the ωi 1-forms with new components of the ηj 1-forms, and
completely new terms from new components of the ηj . Explicitly, one has

Θj
μ1μ2

= ∂μ1A
j
B,μ2

− ∂μ2A
j
B,μ1

− [Aj
B,μ1

, Aj
B,μ2

]

=
r∑

i=1

φj
i (∂μ1A

i
A,μ2

− ∂μ2A
i
A,μ1

− [Ai
A,μ1

, Ai
A,μ2

])

−
r∑

i=1

([φj
i (A

i
A,μ1

), Aj,c
B,μ2

] + [Aj,c
B,μ1

, φj
i (A

i
A,μ2

)])

+ ∂μ1A
j,c
B,μ2

− ∂μ2A
j,c
B,μ1

− [Aj,c
B,μ1

, Aj,c
B,μ2

].

In the same way, for any β = (i, �, α) ∈ Jφ
j , one has

Θj
μβ = −(∂μBj

B,β − [Aj
B,μ, Bj

B,β])

= −φj,�
i (∂μBi

A,α − [Ai
A,μ, Bi

A,α]) + [Aj,c
B,μ, φj,�

i (Bi
A,α)],

where the last term is off diagonal. For β ∈ Jc
j , Θj

μβ depends on the fields Aj,c
B,μ

which couple with Bj
B,β. Finally, Θj

β1β2
has been explored before.

Denote by A× and B× the groups of invertible elements in A and B and let us
define φ̃ : A× → B×, for any a =

⊕r
i=1 ai ∈ A×, as

φ̃j(a) := πj
B ◦ φ̃(a) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

a1 ⊗ 1αj1 0 · · · 0 0

0 a2 ⊗ 1αj2 · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · ar ⊗ 1αjr 0

0 0 · · · 0 1n0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

It is easy to check that φ̃ is a morphism of groups: for a ∈ A×, one has φ̃(a) ∈ B×

and φ̃(a)−1 = φ̃(a−1). One has also φ̃(a)∗ = φ̃(a∗) so that if u ∈ U(A) is a unitary
element in A, so is φ̃(u) in B.

Lemma 26. For any a ∈ A and any u ∈ A×, one has φ̃(u)φ(a) = φ(ua)
and φ(a)φ̃(u) = φ(au). For any j ∈ {1, . . . , s}, any i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and any
� ∈ {1, . . . , αji}, one has φ̃(u)φj,�

i (a) = φj,�
i (ua) and φj,�

i (a)φ̃(u) = φj,�
i (au).

Proof. From (4.1), it is sufficient to prove the last relations involving φj,�
i . Since

φ̃(u) differs only from φ(u) at the last n0 × n0 block entry on the diagonal where
φj,�

i (a) is zero, one has φ̃(u)φj,�
i (a) = φ(u)φj,�

i (a) = φj,�
i (ua) by (4.1) and (4.2). The

same proof applies for the right multiplication by u.
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Proposition 27. Let ω be a connection 1-form on A and let η be a φ-compatible
connection 1-form on B. Let u ∈ U(A) and v := φ̃(u) ∈ U(B). Then ωu and ηv are
φ-compatible.

Proof. Recall that ωu = u−1ωu − u−1(du) and ηv = v−1ηv − v−1(dv). Note
that πi

A(ωu) = u−1
i ωiui − u−1

i (dui) ∈ Ω1
Der(Ai) and similarly πj

B(ηv) = v−1
j ηjvj −

v−1
j (dvj) ∈ Ω1

Der(Bj). For any j and any β = (i, �, α) ∈ Jφ
j , one has

πj
B(ηv)(φj,�

i (∂i
A,α)) = v−1

j ηj(φ
j,�
i (∂i

A,α))vj − v−1
j [φj,�

i (Ei
A,α), vj ]

= v−1
j φj,�

i (ωi(∂i
A,α))vj − v−1

j φj,�
i ([Ei

A,α, ui])

= φj,�
i (u−1

i ωi(∂i
A,α)ui − u−1

i (dui)(∂i
A,α))

= φj,�
i (πi

A(ωu)(∂i
A,α)),

where we have used Lemma 26.

We have a similar result for connections on Â and B̂:

Proposition 28. Let ω be a connection 1-form on Â and let η be a φ-compatible (in
the extended version) connection 1-form on B̂. Let u ∈ U(Â) and v := φ̃(u) ∈ U(B̂).
Then ωu and ηv are φ-compatible (in the extended version).

Proof. Concerning the algebraic parts of ωi and ηj , the proof is the same as for
Proposition 27. It remains to show that the Ai,ui

A,μ := u−1
i Ai

A,μui − u−1
i ∂μui are

copied into A
j,vj

B,μ := v−1
j Aj

B,μvj − v−1
j ∂μvj according to the map φ. Using the fact

that vj is block diagonal, and that these blocks are φj,�
i (ui) or 1n0 , the diagonal

part of the first term v−1
j Aj

B,μvj is exactly
∑r

i=1 φj
i (u

−1
i Ai

A,μui). The second term
v−1

j ∂μvj contains only blocks on the diagonal: the zero block from the block 1n0 and
blocks φj,�

i (ui)−1∂μφj,�
i (ui) = φj,�

i (u−1
i ∂μui) otherwise. This proves that the blocks

on the diagonal of A
j,vj

B,μ are copies of the Ai,ui

A,μ according to the map φ. Obvi-

ously, the off diagonal part of A
j,vj

B,μ mixes the degrees of freedom from the Ai
A,μ’s

and ui’s.

Propositions 27 and 28 show that φ-compatibility of connections is compatible
with gauge transformations.

We have now at hand all the technical ingredients to discuss NCGFT on the AF

C∗-algebra defined by a sequence {(An, φn,m)/0 ≤ n < m}. This NCGFT uses the
derivation-based differential calculus constructed on the dense “smooth” subalgebra
A∞ :=

⋃
n≥0 An as the inductive limit of the differential calculi (Ω•

Der(An), d), and
a natural module is the algebra A∞ itself. With obvious notations, the same holds
for Â∞. All these constructions are canonical. A connection is constructed as a
limit of connections on each An (with module the algebra itself). If we insist the
connection 1-form on An+1 to be φn,n+1-compatible with the connection 1-form on
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An, then some degrees of freedom in this connection are inherited from those of the
connections on An, and new degrees of freedom are added. This limiting procedure
is compatible with a good notion of gauge transformations (see Propositions 27
and 28).

Concerning the dynamics, the terms in the action functional on An can be
found (with possible different weights) as terms in the action functional on An+1.
If a solution for the gauge field degrees of freedom has been found on An, then these
degrees of freedom appear as fixed fields in the action on An+1, and so as constrains
when one solves the field equations on An+1 for the new fields (noninherited degrees
of freedom). The same applies to an inductive sequence {(Ân, φn,m)/0 ≤ n < m}.
The Lagrangian on A∞ (or Â∞) should be constructed as a limiting procedure by
adding new terms at each step in order to take into account the new degrees of
freedom. But then this Lagrangian could contain an infinite number of terms. From
a physical point of view, we do not expect to reach that point: only some finite
dimensional “approximations” (at some levels n) can be considered and tested
in experiments. In other word, the purpose of our construction is not to define a
“target” NCGFT (which could be quite singular) but to construct a direct sequence
of finite dimensional NCFGT. We expect all the empirical data to be encoded into
this sequence which formally defines a NCFGT on A∞ (or Â∞).

As already mentioned at the end of Sec. 2.1, the ∗-homomorphisms φn,n+1 :
An → An+1 are only characterized up to unitary equivalence in An+1. We have
shown that the action of such a unitary equivalence, which takes the form of an
inner automorphism on An+1, is a transport of structures that does not change the
physics. This is why it is convenient to work with the standard form used in this
paper for these ∗-homomorphisms.

5.2. Numerical exploration of the SSBM

We would like now to concentrate on the SSBM in our framework. Using previous
notations, when the Higgs potential − 1

2

∑r
i=1 tr(Ωi

α1α2
Ωi,α1α2) for Â is minimized,

the degrees of freedom in the Bi
A,α = Bi,α′

A,αEi
A,α′ +iBi,0

A,α1ni are fixed (possibly with
a choice in many possible configurations) and the φ-compatibility transports these
values into the Bj

B,β = Bj,β′
B,β Ej

B,β′ + iBj,0
B,β1mi ’s. Then, using these fixed values,

minimizing the Higgs potential for B̂ only concern a subset of all the Bj,β′
B,β ’s. The

configuration they define is not necessarily the minimum of the Higgs potential for
B̂ if it were computed along all the Bj,β′

B,β ’s.

The configuration of the fields Bi,α′
A,α’s on Â (resp. the fields Bj,β′

B,β ’s on B̂) induces
a mass spectrum for the gauge fields Ai,α

A,μ’s (resp. the gauge fields Aj,β
B,μ’s). In order

to illustrate the way the masses of the Aj,β
B,μ’s are related to the masses of the

Ai,α
A,μ’s by the constrains induced by φ, we have produced numerical computations

of the mass spectra for simple situations φ : A → B. These computations have
been performed using the software Mathematica [25]. The following situations have
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been considered:

(1) A = M2 and B = M3. This is the minimal nontrivial situation one can consider.
It illustrates many features of the other situations concerning the masses of the
fields Aj,β

B,μ’s.
(2) A = M2 ⊕ M2 and B = M4. This situation is used to illustrate how two

different configurations for the fields Bi,α′
A,α’s (one for each M2) can conflict to

produce a rich typology for the masses of the fields Aj,β
B,μ’s.

(3) A = M2 ⊕ M2 and B = M5. This situation is used to show, by com-
parison with the preceding one, how the target algebra influences the mass
spectrum.

(4) A=M2 ⊕M3 and B=M5. This situation is used to show, by comparison with
the preceding one, how the source algebra influences the mass spectrum.

Due to the large number of parameters involved in the mathematical expressions,
the numerical computations cannot explore the full space of configurations for the
fields Bi,α′

A,α’s. This is why we have chosen to work with a very simplified situation:

for every i, the fields Bi,α′
A,α’s are parametrized by a single real parameter λi which

interpolates, on the interval [0, 1], between the null-configuration and the basis-
configuration (see Example 6) as Bi

A,α = λiE
i
A,α. For each value of the λi’s, the

minimum of the Higgs potential on B̂ along the fields Bj,β′
B,β ’s which are not inherited

(via φ) is computed. Then this minimum configuration is inserted into the couplings
with the fields Aj,β

B,μ’s to compute the mass spectrum. A comparison with the mass
spectrum of the fields Ai,α

A,μ’s is easily done, since this spectrum is fully degenerate:
all these fields have the same mass λi =

√
2ni according to Lemma 7.

Let us first make some general remarks on the expected results. When λi = 0
for all i = 1, . . . , r (in our examples r = 2 at most), the configuration on Â is the
null-configuration. So, we expect the constraints exerted by the values of the fields
Bi,α′

A,α = 0 when computing the minimum of the Higgs potential on B̂ to produce

the null-configuration for the fields Bj,β′
B,β ’s. In the same way, when λi = 1 for all

i = 1, . . . , r, the configuration on Â is the basis-configuration, and since φ preserves
Lie brackets, the minimum of the Higgs potential on B̂ is expected to be the basis-
configuration for the fields Bj,β′

B,β ’s. All the numerical computations presented below
are consistent with these expected results.

When λi is neither 0 nor 1, the configuration for the fields Bi,α′
A,α’s is not a

minimum of the Higgs potential on Â (with value 0 in that case). Nevertheless, we
consider these configuration as “possible” since A is not necessarily the first algebra
in the sequence {(An, φn,m)/0 ≤ n < m}. Indeed, as the results will show, and as
already mentioned, the minimum of the Higgs potential on B̂ is not the minimum
along all the Bj,β′

B,β ’s, and its value can be nonzero. So, we are not reduced to con-
sidering only zero minima on Â and it is legitimate to explore other configurations
for the fields Bi,α′

A,α’s on Â.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. A = M2: plots for λ1 ∈ [−1, 3]. (a) Minimum values for the Higgs potential with details in
insert and (b) masses for the gauge fields.

Before describing the four cases, let us consider the situation in Fig. 1 which
concerns the algebra M2 only. The plot in Fig. 1(a) is the Higgs potential for the
fields B1

A,α = λ1E
1
A,α depending only on λ1. It is a quadratic polynomials in λ1

and it looks very much like the Higgs potential of the SMPP in this approximation
(reduction to a 1-parameter dependency). The plot in Fig. 1(b) is the mass spectrum
for the A1,α

A,μ fields. As proved in Lemma 7, it is fully degenerated and depends
linearly on λ1 with slope

√
2n1 where n1 = 2 in the present case. Similar plots can

be obtained for any value n1. These plots can be compared to the ones obtained in
the four cases numerically explored.

All the numerical computations have been performed using orthonormal basis.
We have noted that the mass matrices, which have been computed in terms of an
orthonormal basis E1

B,β (here we have only j = 1) constructed as in Sec. A.2, are
almost diagonal, up to terms of order 10−6 (these small values could be considered as
numerical artifacts). This motivates the introduction of the following nomenclature
for the labels appearing in the plots of the mass spectra for the gauge bosons. These
labels refer to directions defined for specific subsets of matrices E1

B,β ∈ Mm1 = B.

The labels ai will refer to the inherited directions in φ(Mni) ⊂ B. Let ˜φ(A) be
the smallest square matrix block in Mm1 that contains all the φ(Mni). The label b

(resp. d) will refer to nondiagonal (resp. diagonal) directions in ˜φ(A) that are not
labeled by the ai. When ˜φ(A) �= B, the labels ci will refer to nondiagonal directions
in B\˜φ(A) that commute with all the φ(Mni′ ) for i′ �= i: this means that these

directions are matrices in Mm1 with nonzero entries only in B\˜φ(A) at the same
rows and columns occupied by φ(Mni). In the same situation, the label e will refer
to diagonal directions with nonzero entries in B\˜φ(A) and which commute with
˜φ(A).

For the first case A = M2 and B = M3, see Fig. 2, there is
only one real parameter λ1. On the plots, this parameter is restricted to
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. A = M2 → B = M3: plots for λ1 ∈ [−1, 3]. (a) Minimum values for the Higgs potential
with details in insert and (b) masses for the gauge fields.

λ1 ∈ [−1, 3].h On Fig. 2(a), one sees that minimum values for the configurations of
the B1

B,β fields in the Higgs potential, taking into account the fixed values of the
inherited fields B1

A,α = λ1E
1
A,α, are zero only at λ1 = 0, 1. These values show a

maximum near λ1 � 0.563 and grow rapidly outside of λ1 ∈ [0, 1]. This plot shows
a similar global conformation as the one in Fig. 1(a). On Fig. 2(b), the induced
masses for the gauge bosons A1

B,μ are presented. This mass spectrum is richer than
the one in Fig. 1(b). It is not continuous, and one of its discontinuities coincides
with the maximum of the values of the Higgs potential minima near λ1 � 0.563.
The second discontinuity, near λ1 � 2.376, corresponds to a discontinuity in the
Higgs potential minima plot that is visible at larger scale, as shown in the zoom
effect circle. This mass spectrum is organized as follows: the a1-lines have degen-
eracy 3, the c1-lines have degeneracy 4, and the e-lines have degeneracy 1, which
amounts to the 8 fields A1,β

B,μ on B̂. Note that the a1
1 and a1

3 (resp. c1
1 and c1

3) straight
lines are part of the same straight line (as shown by the dotted lines) with slope
2 =

√
2n1 (resp.

√
3/2). Up to these small off-diagonal values in the mass matrix,

the 3 fields A1,β
B,μ belonging to the a1-lines are the inherited 3 fields A1,α

A,μ on M2.
The slope of the a1

1 and a1
3 lines shows that the inherited fields retain their masses

when they are induced by φ : A → B. The a1
2-line reveals that there is a slight

breaking of this invariance for a specific range in λ1. The e-lines correspond to the
diagonal direction diag(1, 1,−2)/

√
6 ∈ M3.

For the next three cases, there are two parameters λi, i = 1, 2 and the plots
explore the square (λ1, λ2) ∈ [0, 1]2. Concerning the minimum values for the Higgs
potential, all the points in the square can be displayed. But concerning the mass
spectra, all the points in the square would give a cloud of points impossible to
interpret. This is why we have chosen to display what happens along seven specific

hA numerical exploration on the interval [−100, 100] shows that the lines presented on Fig. 2(b)
are extended linearly.
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Fig. 3. The seven lines for (λ1, λ1) ∈ [0, 1]2 along which computations of masses have been
performed.

lines in the square [0, 1]2, which are given in Fig. 3. Since the resulting plots in 3d

may be quite difficult to read nevertheless, we have displayed two specific directions:
the first one is the diagonal in the plane (λ1, λ2), for λ1 = λ2 ∈ [−1, 3]; the second
one is the anti-diagonal λ1 + λ2 = 0.5 in the square [0, 1]2. The diagonal plots
can be directly compared to the first case, and they display a comparable rich
structure: a restricted number of degenerated masses and some discontinuities. The
anti-diagonal plots can be used to better understand how the inherited and new
degrees of freedom behave in relation to each other (as encoded in the nomenclature
for the labels). The choice of the parameter 0.5 for the anti-diagonal line λ1 +λ2 =
0.5 is justified by the fact that we then explore in the three cases a region without
discontinuity.

Let us consider the second case A = M2 ⊕ M2 and B = M4. The minimum
values for the Higgs potential in Fig. 4(a) show a line of discontinuity that have a
counterpart in the mass spectrum in Fig. 4(b). Exploring λ1 = λ2 ∈ [−1, 3] in Fig. 5
shows that there are other discontinuities (at least one in the range considered) as
in Fig. 2. In the mass spectrum in Fig. 5(b), the a1 and a2-lines have degeneracy
3, the b-lines have degeneracy 8, and the d-lines have degeneracy 1. For i = 1, 2,
the slope of the ai

1 and ai
3 (resp. b1 and b3) straight lines is 2 =

√
2n1 =

√
2n2

(resp.
√

3). As in the previous case, modulo very small off-diagonal values in the
mass matrix, the 6 = 2 × 3 fields in the ai-lines are inherited from the 2 × 3
fields A1,α

A,μ and A2,α
A,μ from the two copies of M2 and the d-lines correspond to the

diagonal direction diag(1, 1,−1,−1)/
√

4 ∈ M4. The plot in Fig. 6(a) shows how
the distribution of these gauge fields change along the anti-diagonal λ1 + λ2 = 0.5.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. A = M2 ⊕ M2 → B = M4: plots for the square [0, 1]2 in the plane (λ1, λ2). (a) Minimum
values for the Higgs potential and (b) masses for the gauge fields.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. A = M2 ⊕ M2 → B = M5: plots for the square [0, 1]2 in the plane (λ1, λ2). (a) Minimum
values for the Higgs potential and (b) masses for the gauge fields.

The perfect symmetry around the diagonal at λ1 = 0.25 in Fig. 6(a) shows that
the two M2 blocks play equal role, as expected. At λ1 = 0.5, we end up on the side
λ2 = 0 in Fig. 4(b), where the top line (end of the a1-line) has a slope 2 =

√
2n1

with respect to λ1 ∈ [0, 1]; the middle line has a slope
√

3/2 (the b-line); and the
lower line has a slope 0 (it corresponds to the ends of the a2-line and the e-line).
Here again, at least in the region λ1 + λ2 ≤ 0.5 (before the first discontinuity), we
have checked numerically that the masses of the inherited fields are preserved by
the map φ : A → B.

The third case A = M2 ⊕ M2 and B = M5, illustrated in Figs. 7, 8, and 6(b),
differs from the previous one by the greater number of new degrees of freedom in B.
The discontinuity in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) is larger. Its position has also moved, as
can be seen also in Fig. 8(b). In this latter plot, the a1 and a2-lines have degeneracy
3, the b have degeneracy 8, the c1 and c2-lines have degeneracy 4, the d-lines have
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. A = M2 ⊕ M3 → B = M5: plots for the square [0, 1]2 in the plane (λ1, λ2). (a) Minimum
values for the Higgs potential and (b) masses for the gauge fields.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. A = M2 ⊕ M2 → B = M4: plots on the diagonal (λ1, λ1) for λ1 ∈ [−1, 3]. (a) Minimum
values for the Higgs potential with details in insert and (b) masses for the gauge fields.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. A = M2 ⊕ M2 → B = M5: plots on the diagonal (λ1, λ1) for λ1 ∈ [−1, 3]. (a) Minimum
values for the Higgs potential with details in insert and (b) masses for the gauge fields.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. A = M2 ⊕ M3 → B = M5: plots on the diagonal (λ1, λ1) for λ1 ∈ [−1, 3]. (a) Minimum
values for the Higgs potential with details in insert and (b) masses for the gauge fields.

degeneracy 1, and the e-lines have degeneracy 1. Note that the d and e lines are
almost always merged in the plot, except for d2 and e2 which are close but clearly
separated. For i = 1, 2, the slope of the ai

1 and ai
3 (resp. b1 and b3, resp. ci

1 and ci
3)

straight lines is 2 =
√

2n1 =
√

2n2 (resp.
√

3, resp.
√

3/2). Modulo very small off-
diagonal values in the mass matrix, the 6 = 2× 3 fields in the ai-lines are inherited
from the 2 × 3 fields A1,α

A,μ and A2,α
A,μ from the two copies of M2. In accordance

with the nomenclature of the labels, the 8 fields in the b-lines are new degrees of
freedom along directions E1

B,β that are contained in M4 ⊂ M5, where M4 contains
the two copies of M2. The 8 = 2×4 fields in the ci-lines are new degrees of freedom
along directions E1

B,β that are defined with components outside of this M4 ⊂ M5:
the c1-line (resp. c2-line) corresponds to fields in the directions E1

B,β with nonzero
entries outside of M4 ⊂ M5 and in the same rows and same columns as the ones
in Mn1 (resp. Mn2). In other words, the E1

B,β for the c1-line do not commute with
φ(Mn1) while they commute with φ(Mn2), and vice versa for the c2-line. The d-
lines correspond to the diagonal direction diag(1, 1,−1,−1, 0)/

√
4 ∈ M5 and the

e-lines correspond to the diagonal direction diag(1, 1, 1, 1,−4)/
√

20 ∈ M5. The anti-
diagonal plot in Fig. 6(b) brings us more information concerning the relationship
between the ai and ci-lines: it seems that there is a correlation between the a1-line
(resp. a2-line) and the c1-line (resp. c2-line) due to the fact that their associated
directions E1

B,β do not commute. This noncommutativity could also explain the
curved b-line which is “constrained” by the directions in the a1 and a2-lines.

Finally, the fourth case A = M2 ⊕ M3 and B = M5, illustrated in Figs. 9, 10,
and 6(c), is closer to the second case than to the third case. We conjecture that this
is due to the fact that the diagonal in B is filled by φ in the second and fourth cases,
while there is a remaining 0 in the third case (which permits the existence of the
directions for the c1 and c2-lines in Fig. 6(b)). In the mass spectrum in Fig. 10(b),
the a1-lines have degeneracy 3, the a2-lines have degeneracy 8, the b-lines have
degeneracy 12, and the d-lines have degeneracy 1. The slope of the a1

1 and a1
3 (resp.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Masses for the gauge fields along the line λ1 + λ2 = 0.5. (a) A = M2 ⊕ M2 → B = M4,
(b) A = M2 ⊕ M2 → B = M5 and (c) A = M2 ⊕ M3 → B = M5.

a2
1 and a2

3, resp. b1 and b3) straight lines is 2 =
√

2n1 (resp.
√

6 =
√

2n2, resp.√
25/6). Modulo very small off-diagonal values in the mass matrix, the 3 fields in

the a1-lines are inherited from the 3 fields A1,α
A,μ from Mn1 = M2 and the 8 fields

in the a2-lines are inherited from the 8 fields A2,α
A,μ from Mn2 = M3. The d-lines

correspond to the diagonal direction diag(1, 1, 1, 1,−4)/
√

20 ∈ M5. As showed in
Fig. 6(c), the mass spectrum along the anti-diagonal is no more symmetric, as can
also be seen in Fig. 9(b) (look for instance at the singular line in the mass spectrum):
this distinguishes this case from the second one and illustrates how a change in the
algebra A affects the mass spectrum.

Let us make comments on these results. The exploration of the space of config-
urations for the fields Bi,α′

A,α’s along paths parametrized by the λi’s already shows a
rich typology concerning the possible masses for the gauge bosons Aj,β

B,μ.
As seen in Fig. 2 for instance, the minimum for a conflictual situation λ1 = 1

and λ2 = 0 (conflict between the two minimal configurations for the B1
A,α and

B2
A,α in M2) is nonzero and produces a global configuration for the fields B1

B,β that
is neither the null-configuration nor the basis-configuration. The induced masses
shows 3 possible values with degeneracies. Inserting this configuration as a initial
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data for another step into a sequence of NCGFT constructed on the sequence
{(An, φn,m)/0 ≤ n < m}, may propagate this in-between result and produce
more subtle configurations with richer possibilities for the masses of the gauge
bosons.

Since the exploration of the space of configurations for the fields Bi,α′
A,α’s is

reduced to paths parametrized by the λi’s, our results do not offer a general and sys-
tematic view of what could happen in our kind of models. Nevertheless, the results
presented above already display a rich phenomenology from which some information
can be drawn. The first notable feature is that the mass spectra, constrained by the
φ-compatibility, reveal that the masses are grouped in specific directions, so that
we have neither a full degeneracy (as in Fig. 1(b)) nor a complete list of indepen-
dent masses (as many masses as degrees of freedom): these specific directions are
grouped according to the inherited degrees of freedom (the ai-lines), according to
the way the new degrees of freedom commute or not with the inherited ones (the b

and ci-lines), and according to the possible new diagonal degrees of freedom one can
introduce (the d and e-lines). Masses for inherited gauge bosons are preserved by
the φ-compatibility condition quite systematically near the null-configuration. Con-
cerning the first discontinuity on the diagonal plots before the basis-configuration,
the position of this discontinuity seems to be related, by an approximate linear
relationship, to the ratio of the number of new degrees of freedom over the num-
ber of inherited degrees of freedom, see Table 1. For the second discontinuity, a
trend can be detected but without such a similar relationship. More advanced and
time-consuming computations will be carried out as part of the thesis work of one
of us (G. N.) to further analyze the possible phenomenology of the models based
on our approach. For instance, a computation will explore the behavior of mass
matrices under successive embeddings φn,n+1 : An → An+1, starting with different
configurations.

It is out of the scope of this paper to elaborate on more realistic models and to
try to analytically prove some of the mathematical conjectures that the numerical
simulations suggest.

Table 1. Relationship between the positions of the first and second discontinuities and the
ratio of the number of new degrees of freedom over the number of inherited degrees of
freedom in the diagonal plots Figs. 9(b), 7(b), 2(b), and 8(b): nndof (resp. nidof) is the
number of new (resp. inherited) degrees of freedom, rdof = nndof/nidof is the ratio of these
degrees of freedom, λ1,first (resp. λ1,second) is the value of λ1 at the first (resp. second)
discontinuity.

Case nndof nidof rdof λ1,first λ1,second

M2 ⊕ M3 → M5 13 11 1.182 0.475 2.526
M2 ⊕ M2 → M4 9 6 1.5 0.542 2.456
M2 → M3 5 3 1.667 0.563 2.376
M2 ⊕ M2 → M5 18 6 3 0.734 2.263
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a mathematical framework in NCG to lift, in a
very natural way, a defining sequence of an AF C∗-algebra to a sequence of NCGFT
of Yang–Mills–Higgs types. We have restricted the analysis to the derivation-based
NCG, and we have exhibited and studied the essential ingredients which permit
this lifting: derivation-based differential calculus, modules, connections, metrics and
Hodge �-operators, Lagrangians, etc. In order to illustrate some possible applica-
tions in physics, we have numerically studied some specific toy models, with a focus
concerning the typologies of the mass spectra one can be obtained by the SSBM
naturally present in these NCGFT of Yang–Mills–Higgs types.

A large part of the mathematical study presented here, in particular on the
derivation-based NCG of an AF C∗-algebra, could be used outside of the context
of NCGFT.

Since, in the literature, more realistic NCGFT have been constructed using
spectral triples, we are interested to explore our new NCGFT approach on AF

C∗-algebras using spectral triples. This study is postponed to a forthcoming paper.

Appendix A

A.1. A technical result on Hodge �-operators

Let V be a finite dimensional vector space, with dim V = n and let V ∗ its dual.
Denote by {ek}k and {θk}k a basis of V and its dual basis in V ∗. Let g be a metric
on V and let gk� := g(ek, e�). Denote by (gk�) its inverse matrix and by |g| the
determinant of (gk�).

Let A be an associative unital algebra equipped with a linear form τ : A → �.
We define forms on V with values in A as elements in A⊗∧•

V ∗. There is then a
natural multiplication: for any ω ∈ A⊗∧p

V ∗ and η ∈ A⊗∧q
V ∗, ω∧η ∈ A⊗∧p+q

V ∗

is defined by

(ω ∧ η)(e1, . . . , ep+q)

:=
1

p!q!

∑
σ∈Sp+q

(−1)|σ|ω(eσ(1), . . . , eσ(p))η(eσ(p+1), . . . , eσ(p+q))

for any eI , . . . , ep+q ∈ V where Sn is the group of permutations of n elements.
Given an orientation θ1 ∧ · · · ∧ θn of the basis {θk}k, the metric g and the

linear form τ define an “integration”
∫

V : A⊗∧•
V ∗ → � which is nonzero only on

A⊗∧n
V ∗ where it is defined, for any ω uniquely written as ω =

√|g|a⊗θ1∧· · ·∧θn,
by
∫

V ω := τ(a). This definition does not depend on the basis {θk}k (only on its
orientation up to a sign). The n-form ωvol :=

√|g|1 ⊗ θ1 ∧ · · · ∧ θn is called the
volume form.
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The metric g defines also a Hodge �-operator on A ⊗ ∧•
V ∗ defined on ω =

1
p!ω�1,...,�p ⊗ θ�1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�p by the usual formula

�

(
1
p!

ω�1,...,�p ⊗ θ�1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�p

)
=

1
(n − p)!

1
p!

√
|g|ω�′1,...,�′pg�1�′1 · · · g�p�′pε�1,...,�n ⊗ θ�p+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�n ,

(A.1)

where ε�1,...,�n is the completely antisymmetric tensor such that ε1,...,n = 1. For any
ω, ω′ ∈ A⊗∧p

V ∗, a standard computation gives (see for instance [26, Sec. 2.4])

ω ∧ �ω′ =
1
p!

√
|g|ω�1,...,�pω

′�1,...,�p ⊗ θ1 ∧ · · · ∧ θn (A.2)

with ω′�1,...,�p := g�1�′1 · · · g�p�′pω′
�′1,...,�′p

.

Lemma A.1. Suppose that V =
⊕r

i=1 Vi is an orthogonal decomposition for g.
Denote by gi the restriction of g to Vi, denote by �i the corresponding Hodge star
operator on A⊗∧•V ∗

i , and denote by
∫

Vi
the corresponding integration with volume

form ωvol,i such that ωvol = ωvol,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,r.
Let ωi, ω

′
i ∈ A⊗∧piV ∗

i and ω =
∑r

i=1 ωi, ω′ =
∑r

i=1 ω′
i ∈ A⊗∧•

V ∗. Then∫
V

ω ∧ �ω′ =
r∑

i=1

∫
Vi

ωi ∧ �iω
′
i.

Proof. Let us introduce some notations. Let ni = dimVi (so that n =
∑r

i=1 ni);
let {ei

k}k=1,...,ni be a basis of Vi; for � = 1, . . . , n written as � = n1 + · · ·+ ni−1 + k

with k = 1, . . . , ni, let e� := ei
k be the elements of a basis of V ; let {θk

i }k=1,...,ni

and {θ�}�=1,...,n be the corresponding dual basis. Let Ii be the set of indices � =
n1 + · · · + ni−1 + k with k = 1, . . . , ni, so that e� ∈ Vi for � ∈ Ii, and let Ic

i be its
complement in {1, . . . , n}.

The matrix (gk�) is block diagonal, and so is its inverse (gk�) with blocks (gk�
i )

and
√|g| =

∏r
i=1

√|gi|. The orientation of the basis {θ�}�=1,...,n is chosen such
that ωvol = ωvol,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,r with ωvol,i :=

√|gi|1⊗ θ1
i ∧ · · · ∧ θni

i .
By linearity and the fact that ωi ∧ �ω′

j = 0 for i �= j, one has ω ∧ �ω′ =∑r
i=1 ωi∧�ω′

i. For fixed i, to compute �ω′
i we use (A.1): in the RHS, only components

of (gk�) belonging to the block (gk�
i ) can appear, so that ε�1,...,�n must contain

all the indices � ∈ Ic
i . This implies that the RHS contains all the volume forms

ωvol,j =
√|gj |1⊗ θ1

j ∧ · · · ∧ θ
nj

j for j �= i.
Let us consider a fixed n-uplet (�1, . . . , �n) in the sum in the RHS of (A.1). Our

strategy is to collect all the �r ∈ Ii in front of the n-uplet. Since for r = 1, . . . , pi one
has �r ∈ Ii, we need only to use a permutation of the remaining indices to collect
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the other ni − pi indices which belong to Ii. As a permutation, we use the unique
(ni − pi, n−ni)-shufflei that maps (�pi+1, . . . , �n) into (�′pi+1, . . . , �

′
ni

, �′′1 , . . . , �′′n−ni
)

such that �′r ∈ Ii for r = pi + 1, . . . , ni and �′′r′ ∈ Ic
i for r′ = ni + 1, . . . , n.

This shuffle transforms the term (no summation) ε�1,...,�nθ�pi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�n into
ε�1,...,�pi

,�′pi+1,...,�′ni
,�′′1 ,...,�′′n−ni

θ�′pi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�′ni ∧ θ�′′1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�′′n−ni (since the shuffle
acts on both the ε indices and the θ�, there is no sign).

The summation on all the n − pi-uplets (�pi+1, . . . , �n) can now be performed
in three steps: first using the (ni − pi, n − ni)-shuffle which separates the indices
belonging to Ii and Ic

i (there are (n−p)!
(n1−p)!n2!

such shuffles to use); then using a
permutation on the n − ni indices �′′r′ ∈ Ic

i for r′ = ni + 1, . . . , n to order them
in increasing order (there are (n − ni)! such permutations) so that we can make
appear the ωvol,j for j �= i; finally managing the summation on the indices �′r ∈ Ii

for r = pi +1, . . . , ni. This gives the series of equalities (with the previous notations
and convention for the indices):

1
(n − pi)!

√
|g|ε�1,...,�nθ�pi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�n .

=
(n − pi)!

(n − pi)!(ni − pi)!(n − ni)!

√
|g|ε�1,...,�pi

,�′pi+1,...,�′ni
,�′′1 ,...,�′′n−ni

× θ�′pi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�′ni ∧ θ�′′1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�′′n−ni

=
(n − ni)!

(ni − pi)!(n − ni)!

√
|g|ε�1,...,�pi

,�pi+1,...,�ni
,1,...,n1+···+ni−1,n1+···+ni+1,...,n

× θ�pi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�ni ∧ (∧�′∈Ic
i
θ�′)

=
1

(ni − pi)!

√
|gi|ε�1,...,�pi

,�pi+1,...,�ni
,1,...,n1+···+ni−1,n1+···+ni+1,...,n

× θ�pi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�ni ∧ (∧j=1,...,r;j �=iωvol,j)

= (−1)pi(n1+···+ni−1) 1
(ni − pi)!

√
|gi|ε1,...,n1+···+ni−1,�1,...,�ni

,n1+···+ni+1,...,n

×ωvol,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,i−1 ∧ θ�pi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ�ni ∧ ωvol,i+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,r.

To deal with the summation on the indices �r ∈ Ii, we shift their values by −(n1 +
· · · + ni−1) to get indices kr = 1, . . . , ni. Then we can replace the ε tensor by the
tensor εk1,...,kni

and at the same time replacing the θ�r ’s by the θkr

i ’s. Using the
factor 1

(ni−pi)!

√|gi| in front, this makes appears �i:

�ω′
i = (−1)pi(n1+···+ni−1)ωvol,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,i−1 ∧ (�iω

′
i) ∧ ωvol,i+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,r,

iA (r, s)-shuffle is a permutation σ ∈ Sr+s such that σ(1) < σ(2) < · · · < σ(r) and σ(r + 1) <

σ(r + 2) < · · · < σ(r + s). It is well known that there are (r+s)!
r!s!

(r, s)-shuffles in Sr+s.
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so that, with ωi ∧ �iω
′
i = aiωvol,i, where ai = 1

pi!
ωi,k1,...,kpi

ω′
i
k1,...,kpi ,

ωi ∧ �ω′
i = ωvol,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,i−1 ∧ (ωi ∧ �iω

′
i) ∧ ωvol,i+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,r

= aiωvol,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωvol,r = aiωvol.

Note that moving ωi inside the product of the volume forms ωvol,j and then putting
ai in front of this product is possible since volume forms have commutative values in
A. Since

∫
Vi

ωi∧�iω
′
i = τ(ai), one gets

∫
V

ω∧�ω′ =
∑r

i=1

∫
V

ωi∧�ω′
i =

∑r
i=1 τ(ai) =∑r

i=1

∫
Vi

ωi ∧ �iω
′
i.

A.2. Construction of a block orthogonal basis

Let {∂i
A,α := adEi

A,α
}α∈Ii be a basis in Der(Ai), for i = 1, . . . , r. We have con-

structed in Sec. 4 a free family of elements ∂j
B,β := adEj

B,β
in Der(Bj), where

Ej
B,β := φj,�

i (Ei
A,α) ∈ slmj for β := (i, �, α) ∈ Jφ

j and we have shown that the
derivations ∂j

B,β are orthogonal if the derivations ∂i
A,α are orthogonal.

In this appendix, we will complete this free family with elements ∂j
B,β = adEj

B,β

for β ∈ Jc
j such that

gB(∂j
B,β , ∂j

B,β′) = 0 for any β ∈ Jφ
j and β′ ∈ Jc

j .

This will decompose Der(Bj) into two orthogonal summands. One knows that such
a procedure is always possible, but for practical applications (for instance to con-
struct gauge field theories, as in Sec. 5.2), such a concrete basis could be useful, in
particular since the basis that we construct is adapted to the map φ : A → B.

Recall that the maps φj,�
i send the matrix algebras Mni , for i = 1, . . . , r and

� = 1, . . . , αji, on the diagonal of Mmj , with a possible remaining block �n0 on this
diagonal. In order to manage this last block in the same way as the others, let us
add the value i = 0 to refer to this block, with αj0 = 1. In the following, we will
use the notation φj,�

i (Mni) with i = 0 (and � = 1) to refer to this block.
Consider any matrix E ∈ Mmj which have only nonzero entries outside the

blocks φj,�
i (Mni) for i = 0, . . . , r. Then a straightforward computation using block

matrices shows that tr(Ej
B,βE) = tr(EEj

B,β) = 0 for any β ∈ Jφ
j (the product in

the trace is off diagonal). In the same way, for any E in the block φj,1
0 (Mn0), one

has Ej
B,βE = EEj

B,β = 0. This implies that adE for any E outside of the blocks
φj,�

i (Mni) for i = 1, . . . , r is orthogonal (for the metric induced by the trace) to
adEj

B,β
for any β ∈ Jφ

j .
To complete the free family {adEj

B,β
}β∈Jφ

j
in Der(Bj), it is then sufficient to

describe the elements E ∈ slmj � Der(Bj) “outside” of the blocks φj,�
i (Mni) for i =

1, . . . , r. We will do that using the block decomposition induced by the φj,�
i (Mni).

We can introduce a first family of matrices Ej
B,β for new indices β (in a set Jc

j )
as (traceless) matrices with nonzero entries in φj,1

0 (Mn0). There are n2
0 − 1 such

elements.
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Then, let us note that for fixed i = 0, . . . , r, the φj,�
i (Mni) for � = 1, . . . , αji

are in diagonal blocks αjini × αjini. We call these blocks the enveloping blocks of
Mni inside Mmj . We introduce a second family of matrices Ej

B,β as matrices with
nonzero entries outside the enveloping blocks of the Mni ’s. For every i = 0, . . . , r,
the row containing the enveloping block of Mni contains

∑
i,i′,i�=i′ (αjini)(αji′ni′)

entries (nonzero outside the enveloping block).
The next level of blocks embedding we consider is the one inside the enveloping

block of Mni , for every i. In such a block, φj,�
i maps Mni into the diagonal. For

every i = 0, . . . , r, we can then introduce a family of matrices Ej
B,β with nonzero

entries inside the enveloping blocks of Mni but outside the blocks φj,�
i (Mni) (for

� = 1, . . . , αji). For a fixed i, there are αji(αji−1) blocks of size ni×ni, so that one
can construct

∑
i αji(αji − 1)(ni)2 such matrices in the third family (as expected,

for i = 0 there is no contribution since αj0 = 1).
Inside the enveloping block of Mni , we can also construct matrices with nonzero

entries in the blocks φj,�
i (Mni). Indeed, for fixed i and �, let us consider the matrix

E�
i with 1ni in the block φj,�

i (Mni). For β = (i, �, α) one has Ej
B,βE�

i = Ej
B,β and

for β′ = (i, �′, α) with � �= �′ one has Ej
B,β′E�

i = 0. Note that E�
i /∈ slmj , but,

for � = 1, . . . , αji − 1, the matrices E�
i − E�+1

i belong to slmj and, by the previous
remark, are orthogonal to the Ej

B,β for β ∈ Jφ
j . These matrices constitute the fourth

family: there are
∑

i(αji − 1) such matrices (once again, there is not contribution
for i = 0).

The fifth and last family of matrices are constructed as ni+1E
1
i − niE

1
i+1 ∈

slmj for i = 0, . . . , r − 1. These r matrices have entries in different enveloping
blocks.

Let us collect the number of matrices Ej
B,β for β ∈ Jc

j that we have constructed:

card(Jc
j ) = n2

0 − 1 +
∑
i≥0

∑
i′≥0;i�=i′

(αjini)(αji′ni′)

+
∑
i≥0

αji(αji − 1)(ni)2 +
∑
i≥0

(αji − 1) + r

= n2
0 + 2

∑
i≥1

(αjini)n0 +
∑

i,i′≥1

(αjini)(αji′ni′)

−
∑
i≥1

αji[(ni)2 − 1] − 1

= (mj)2 − 1 − card(Jφ
j ),

where we have used mj = n0 +
∑

i≥1 αjini and card(Jφ
j ) =

∑
i≥1 αji[(ni)2 − 1].

This shows that card(Jj) = (mj)2 − 1 = dim slmj for Jj := Jφ
j ∪ Jc

j and that the
free family {Ej

B,β}β∈Jj is a basis for slmj . This construction and this computation
can be adapted to the case n0 = 0.
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Note that the derivations ∂j
B,β = adEj

B,β
for β ∈ Jc

j are not necessarily orthog-
onal. One can apply the Gram–Schmidt process to transform this basis into an
orthonormal one.
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